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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbreviation tion 
Length ______ l meter ____________ ___ ___ m foot (or mile) __ _______ ft (or roi) Time ___ __ __ _ t second ___________ ______ s second (or hour) _______ sec (or hr) 
Force _____ ___ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound __ ___ Ib 
PoweL ______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
-------- --
horsepower ___________ bp 
Speed _____ __ V {kilometers per hour _____ _ kph miles per hour _____ __ _ mph meters per second _______ mps feet per second ___ __ ___ fps 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity= 9.80665 m/s2 
or 32.1740 ft/sec2 
Mass= W g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v Kinematic viscosity 
p Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 15° C 
and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib-ft-4 sec2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb/cu ft 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
b2 Aspect ratio, S 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure, ~ p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient Cc.=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CDI=~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CDP=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Q 
n 
R 
a 
E 
'Y 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds number, p Vl where l is a linear dim en-
JI. 
sion (e.g., for an airfoil of 1.0 ft chord, 100 
mph, standard pressure at 15° C, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 935,400; or for 
an airfoil of 1.0 m chord, 100 mps, the corre-
sponding Reynolds number is 6,865,000) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of down wash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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LAMINAR-BOUNDARY·LAYER OSCILLATIONS AND TRANSITION ON A FLAT PLATE ) 
By G. B. SCHUBAUER and H. K KRAMS'.rA D 
MMARY 
Thi i an account oj an investigation in which oscillations 
were discovered in the laminar boundary layer along a flat plate. 
These 0 cillations were j ound during the course oj an experiment 
in which transition jrom laminar to turbulent flow was being 
·tudied on the plate as the turbulence in the wind stream was 
being l' duced to unusually low values by means oj damping 
screen . The fir t part oj the pap r deals with experimental 
method and appaTatus, measurement oj turbulence and 
sound, and studie oj tran ition. A de cription is then given 
oj the manner in which 0 cillations were eli 'covered and how 
they Wei' jound to be related to tran ition, and then how con-
trolled oscillations were produced and tudied in detail. The 
oscillation' are shown to be the velocity variations accompany-
ing a wave motion in the boundary layer, this wave motion having 
all the characteristics predicted by a stability theory based on 
the exponential growth oj small di tU1·bances. A review oj thi 
theory is given . The work is thus xperimental corifirmation 
oj a mathematical theory oj stability which had been in the 
process oj el velopment j or a period oj (1)proximately 40 years, 
mainly by German investigator . 
I. INTRODUCTIO 
From previous inves tigation , both theoretical and experi-
mental, much i known about th laminar boundary layer. 
It m an velocity distribu tion, thickness, and separation 
point may be regarded as so well understood tha t little 
fur ther tudy i required. When flu ctuations OCCllI' in the 
laminar boundary layer, their origin, character , and effect 
on transi tion from laminar to t urbulen t flow till pre ent 
formidable problems. I t ha bcen observed, for example, 
that the flow in a laminar boundary layer i not steady when 
turbulence is pre ent in the ulTounding stream; but, beyond 
the simple ob ervation tha t velocity fluctua tions exist, li ttle 
is known experimen tally concerning the behavior of the 
fluctuations. Transition is known to depend on tl'eam tllI'-
bulence and flu ctuations in the layer are believed to be the 
primary cau e of tran ition, bu t ju t how the three are in ter-
related ha never been completely understood. 
E xperimen tal evidence indicate, in ome cases at lea t , 
that tran ition r e ul t from separation of the bound ary layer 
cau d by aclver e preSSllI'e gradient ; and the view ha been 
taken by T aylor (reference 1) and other inve tigatoI' that 
the local pre Ul'e gradient accompanying velocity flu ctua-
tion br ing abou t t ransition in thi way. Isotropic turbu-
lence in the u1'l'ounding flo'w involv s velocity flu ctua tion 
I This paper was originally issued in April)943 as an ' A CA Ad vance Confident ia1 Report· 
for which the pre sure gradien t are known wh en the in-
ten ity and the scale of the tllI'bulence are pecified, and 
rela tion involving this pressure gradien t and tran ition 
R eynold number that are in fail' agreement with experiment 
have been proposed. The e r elations are re tricted to a par -
ticula:' type of eli turbance bu t are u eful for expressing 
expenmen talre ults on the effect of isotropic turbulence. 
On the pllI'ely theoretical side, attempts have been made 
to account for tran i tion by stabili ty con idera tion in 
which the growth or decay of a small disturbance is deter-
mined by the kin ematic vi cosity of the fluid , the thickness 
of the bOUlldal'Y layer , the speed outside the layer, and the 
frequency or the wave length of the elistllI'bance. Important 
contribution to tability theory have been made by Tollmien 
(references 2 and 3) and chlichting (references 4 to 7) . 
Experimental evidence has 0 far yielded only cant support 
of the s tability theory; and this ~:;upport has come from 
e1\."p erimen ts in which the flow was known to be of an un table 
~ype, namely, the flow in a divergent channel (reference 8), 
m a .~ak~ at low peed (reference 9), and in an acou ticaily 
se.nsltlve Jet (reference 10). No support has come from past 
wll1d-tunnel experimen t, in which the connection between 
the distur,?ance and tran.sition appear to be mainly through 
the magmtude of the eli tllI'bance. In short, the aCCUlllU-
lated wind-tunnel r esults have led to the general opinion 
among experiment alists that the pressure gradien ts accom-
panying any dis turbance in the urrounding flow cause tran-
sition when such gradients become sufficien tly large. In 
cont~'a t , stabili ty theory r equires that the boundary layer 
be mther stable or un table, depending merely on the fre-
quency or the wave length of the eli tmbance pre en t · 
hence., the nature. of the ~isturbance rather than its magni~ 
tud e IS the es en tlal qualI ty. E xperimen t and theory have 
therefore led to diver D'en t points of view and neith er has 
fully e)rplained the nature of t ransition. 
In the present experiment it is hoped that the two points 
of view have been brought into clo er accord for one of the 
imple t, bu t practical, boundary-layer problems-tha t of 
the Blasius clis tribu tion neal' the surface of a flat pla te. The 
xper!~en t wa originally in tended to be a general tudy of 
tran I t.lOn on a flat plate at zero pressure gradien t under 
condItIOns of low stream turbulence, one pUl'pO e bein D' to 
trace the cour e .of tran i tion as near as po sible to vani hing 
turbulence. Tbi purpose wa canied out, but the appear-
ance at low turbulence of an oscillation in the laminar 
boundary layer opened a new field of inve t iga tion and I d 
to an exten ive study of the phenomena termed "laminar-
boundary-layer oscilla tion ." Inve tigation r evealed tha t 
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the oscilla Lions were Lhe resul t of amplification of small 
eli Lurbances in accordance with stability Lheory . When 
Lhe 0 cillat ions were artificially produ ced , Lheu' character-
i tics could be tuclied in detail and compared wi th the 
characte ri Lic prescribed by lheory. 
I t seem eviden t from Lhe re ults of thi 1nve tigation 
that transiLion involve two lhings : One is the eli tW'banc 
it elf, iLs origin , and its behavior in Lhe boundary layer ; the 
other i Lhe effect of the distul'bance, either produ ced in the 
boundary layer or en te rinO' from wiLhout, in bringing about 
turbulent flow . ufficien tly small disturbance canno t pro-
du ce tran it ion , but a small disturbance may grow according 
to tability theory un til it is sufficien tly large to cau e the 
flow to become turbulen t. The growing proce s i the link 
between the stabiliLy theory and tran i tion. 
In mo t of the earlier inve tiga tions, observa tions of the 
tran ition point were mad but li Ltle or no effor t was made 
to ob el've disturbance in the boundary layer before tran-
sition . The fir t known 013 ervations of velocity fiu ctu ations 
in the laminar boundary layer were made by Dryden (refer-
ence 11) but , in his experimen t as in mo t other , the ini tial 
disturbances were 0 large tha t transition occulTed af Ler only 
a small growth. ikurad e (reference 12) attempted to tes t 
the stabili ty theory by producing inusoidal fluctua tion in 
the boundary layer near the leading edge of a fla t pla te in 
water; bu t the l' ul t were inconclusive, partly beeau e the 
ar t ificial flu ctuation , as well as g neral di turbance, were 
too large and par Lly because observation were limited to 
the determination of tran it ion poin Ls. 
The r esul ts ob tained in the presen t inve Ligation can be 
attribu ted largely to the low level of turbulence in the wind 
stream and to Lhe careful Lucly made of velociLy flu ctuations 
th roughouL the laminar boundary layer. Hot-wire an e-
mometer of h igh en i tivity and of special de ign made uch 
an inve t igation possible. 
The work was conducted at the N aLional Bureau of Stand-
ards under the sponsor hip and wi th the financial a i Lance 
of the J ational Advisory ommittee for Aeronau tics. The 
investiga tion of transition on a flat plate at low turbulence 
wa sugge ted by Dr. Hugh L . Dryden , and the aULhor 
wi h Lo ackn owledge hi a istance and many yalu able sug-
ge tions in connection with the experimental program. 
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II. SYMBOLS 
distance from leading edge of flat plate 
distance from mface of flat. plate 
mean velocity out ide boundary layer 
mean velo ity at a point. in boundary layer 
instantaneous x-component of fluctuation velocity 
instantaneou y-component of fluctuation v locity 
in tan taneou fluctuation velocity perpendicular to 
Uo and parallel to urface of flat plate 
root-mean-square value of u, v, and w, respectively 
wa " e yeloci ty 
oscillation frequency 
wave length 
amplification coefficien t 
den ity 
visco ity 
kinematic viscosi t.y (p./ p) 
dynam ie pl'essW'e 
bound ary-layer thickne 
boundary-layer displacement thiekne 
0* = 1.72 -J ~ for Bla ius velocity distribu tion 
0* = 0.3410 relation u ed by Tollmien and 
Schlichting (r efer nce 2, 4, and 5) 
Reynold number (Uoo* Iv) 
:1:-R eYIlolds number (Uox/v) 
R = 1. 72 , /R . for Blasius velocity distribu tion 
( d u' 02) K UJ'man-Poblhausen parameter dx°-; 
III. APPARATUS A D METHODS 
1. WIND T N EL 
The present investigation was conducted in the 4 }~-foo t 
wind Lunnel at the ational Bureau of tandard. The 
general layou t of the tunnel is shown in figure 1. The flat 
plate was located ver tically in the tes t ection with the leading 
edge 6 feet from the upstream end. In order to reduce vibra-
tion , the te t eclion of thi tunnel is supported dU'ectly from 
the foundation and is joined to the 1'e t of the circui t by only 
~-------------------------------~'--------------------------------~'I 
0,:; --"Slopmg celllnq 
0;r; 
'% Upper relurn duel ~ 
'% Olrecllan of flow ~r-------------------------------------------~ 
--7),/ 
20'------
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# ~"\I §' 
# §' # # # ~--~""--/2'----o! 
Screens II ...... 0 
II I "'," ,~ 
Ex" cone 4 1'f,' 0 Enlrance sec/ion chamber I " 
Tesl sec lion ~~ .. 1 8 Se/iling l : \," ......  - -----;i----\ /2 f----==-----ft--_ I II ~' ... UJ~==LL~~~==~;;;;~::::::::::~·~-------'9 ' I ~, [:/2'-----<>1 ". 
};'IOUR£ l.-Elc\"ation \"t icw of 4 ~~·(oo t. wind tunnel. 
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a sponge-rubber seal at each end. The area reduction fJ'om 
settling chamber to te t ection i 7.1:1. The O'uide vanes 
ahead of the ettling chamber were made finer than the other 
in order to reduce the cale of the tUl'bulence and to permit 
as mu h reduction in tmbulence through decay a po ibl. 
ince directional fluctuations in the horizontal plane were 
found to be large, closely spaced traio'htener were placed 
at right angle to and on top of the fine guide vane. Thi 
combination 'va in effect a honeycomb and re ulted in great 
improvement in the t adine of the stream. Further reduc-
tion of tUJ'bul nce 'was obtained by in La11i11 O' lamplng creen 
in th ttling chamber. Wi thou t screen, the turbulence in 
the test section wa 0.27 per ent at 100 fe t PCI' cond and, 
with seven creen, wa 0.032 pOl·cent. 
2. FLAT PLAT E 
The fl at plato wa a commercial heet of aluminum }~ inch 
thick, 4 }~ feet wide, and 12 feet lono·. The leading edge, 
whieh wa ymmetrical and pointed, wa formed by the 
inter ection of circular arcs tangent to the original llrface 
4 inches from the leading dge. Th urface wa 1 ft in its 
original condition and had a mil'rorlike finish, marred slightly 
by mall Cl'atches barely perceptible to the fingertip. Wav-
ine s wa quite perceptible when viewe 1 near grazing inci-
dence. A urface gage howed variations from approxi-
mately 0.01 to 0.02 inch over di tance from 1 to 2 feet. 
l'he e were bends in the plate evidently produced by the 
rolling process. 
The plate was bolted along the top and the botLom Ige 
to one side of 3-inch teel ehannel , which were in turn bolLed 
to the :0001' and to the ceiling of the t.unnel. The flange 
away from the plate served a rails at the floor and at the 
cei ling for a caniage on which all exploring apparatu wa 
mounted. The carriage was imply a steel plate ~I inch thick 
and 6 inches wide, with runner and guides at the end in 
contact with the rails. This plate wa thus parallel to the 
wind and 3 inche fro111 the flat plate. All exploration in 
the boundary layer were made 25 inche or more ahead of 
the carriage to avoid the local pre sure field. The carriage 
wa propelled by band from the out ide of tbe tunnel by a 
procket and chain . 
3. CONTROL OF PRESSU RE DI TRIB TJON 
In order to control the pre m e gradient along the flat 
pla te, the cro s section of the working chamber wa varied by 
adjustable auxiliary wall on the vcr tical side of the cham-
ber. These wall were aluminum h et }{s inch thick and 
22 inche wide extending from oppo ite the trailing edge of 
th plate to a di tance 4 feet ahead of the leading edge . 
The heets, mounted on screw spaced 9 inche and thread cl 
through the tunnel walls, were adju table to and from the 
id es of the tunnel. In order to preven t discontinuity at the 
top and at the bottom edges, the heets wcre backed by a 
tretched rubber diaphragm; the combLllation of aluminum 
sheet and rubber formed a continuou fl exible wall that 
could be warped or displaced as de ired. The maximum 
range of displacement of the e auxiliary wall was about 
4 incbe . 
AND TR NSITION ON A FLAT PLATE 
By thi m an the pl' ure could be made to ri e, to fail, 
01' to remain constan t along the plate. (cc curves A, B, and 
C, fig. 30.) For mo t of the experiment the wall ,vere et 
fo!' zero pres m'e gradient. 
The provision for warping the wall into a bulge 01' a 
hollow did not prove so u cful as wa anticipated because 
the effect of the warp u ually extended over too great a dis-
tance to give the de ired result. When it wa dC'sLl'ed to 
produce a harp pre ure rise 01' fall, other device were used. 
For example, an airfoil extending from floor to ceiling neal' 
the plate produced a harp pressure fall followed by an 
abrupt rise. A pI' me fall without a rise wa ea uy pro-
duc d by propel' blocking of the stream. 
Although mea ul' m nts were taken on only one ide of the 
flat plate, the auxiliary wall on each ide of the tunnel were 
given the arne hape for ymmetry. ome asymm try 
nevertheles cxi ted because of the pre ence of the calTiage 
and the mea ming equipment on only one ide of the plate. 
Although this 1'e ul ted in greater blocking of the tream on 
the \\~orking ide, it wa found tha orne exce s blocking here 
\Va nece sary to direct the flow at a slight anO'le to the lead-
ing edge of the plate 0 that the taO'nation point was di -
placed sligh tly from the sharp edge to the wOl'kino' ide of 
the plate. The tran i t ion point wa unaff cted by the posi-
tion of the stagnation point 0 long a thi point was no t 
di placed to the opposite ide of the plate. The ligh t exce 
blocking wa therefor maio tained at all time to prevent 
directional variation accompanying the tmbule nce in the 
stream from ever cal'l'ying the tagnation point to the 
oppo it i Ie. 
4_ MEASUREMENT OF PRE SU RE DISTRlB nON AND DETERM INATIO OF 
T RA SITIO N I'OI NT 
A small pi tot- tatic h ad was arran O'ed a hown inn O'Ul'e 
2 with the impact tube in con tact with th e surface and Lhe 
Latic t ub e parallel to the tream }~ inch from the urfa e. 
Thi combination wa canied on an arm attached to Lhe ear-
riage 2 inches to the rear and could slide fore and aft with 
fOl'klike guides an 1 impact tube always in contact with the 
surface. Bo th tube were made from thin-wall niekel tubing 
I" 
FIGURE 2.- Pitot-static surface LUbe used to measure pressure distribution and pos ition of 
transition. 
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with 0.04-inch outside diameter. The impact tube was 
flattened on the end to form a slit 0.007 inch wide, the cen ter 
of which \\'as 0.006 inch from the ul'face when the tube was 
in contact. The static tube had foul' 0.008-inch boles drilled 
through the wall, diameters from the closed end. 
Only the static tube of thi in trument wa u cd when 
pres ure distributions were mea ured and both tube were 
u ed when transiLion points were determined. Travel' es 
were alway borizontal and u ually made along the center 
lin of the plate. The static pre sure was thus mea ured 
7~ inch from the surface, which for mo t of the surface corre-
sponded to a po iLion outside the boundary layer. A large 
variation of pre sure normal to thc sUl'face was found ncar 
the leading edge where the press ure distribution was deter-
mined by the hape of the leading edge. Also, pressure 
effect caused by wavines of the urface depended on the 
di tance from the surface. Since the former variations were 
confined to the fir t 6 inches from the leading edge and Lhe 
latter were mall, variations in pre sure in the 7~-inch distance 
normal to the Llrface were neglected. 
The detection of tran ition by the surface-tube method 
depend on the variation with x of impact pre ure neal' the 
surface , which con'e ponds closely to the variation of hear-
ing st l' s at the urface. Thi impact pressure decrea es 
' ''ith distance from the leading edge to the beginning of 
tran it ion, then rise through the transition region, and again 
falls in the turbulen t reg ion . In the present work, the poin t 
of minimum pre ure was taken a the beginning of tran i-
t ion and the point of maximum pressure following the rise 
was Lal;:en as the point where turbulence was fully developed. 
5. DETERMl ATION OF BO U DARY-LAYER THICKNESS 
Velocity distribu tion across the boundary layer were de-
termined by traversi ng normal to the surface with a flat-
tened impact tube imilar to the urface tube. This tube 
wa caITied on an arm similar to the one shown with the hot-
,,,ire anemometer attacbed in figure 3. Bo th the micrometer 
3" 
FIGU RE 3.- Apparatus for traversing normal to the surface. Hot·wire head at tached. 
cre\\' A and the fulcrum B were held in contact wi th the 
surface of the plaLe by the rigid arm extending rearward to 
the calTiage, and mo t ion of the impact tube to an 1 from the 
surface was obtained by rocking the arm about the fulcrum 
by mean of the cre\\'. Tbe vdocity eli tributions were 
used to determine 8*. 'Yhen the pre sure gradient was 
zero, the mea ured values of 8* were in agreement wi th tho e 
calculated by the Bla iu formula 
~-IIX 8* = 1.72 Uo 
Whenever the value of 8* was n eded for presentinO' re ult 
obtained at zero pre ure gradient, the value calculated by 
tbis formula \Va u cd. 
Tollmien and chlich ting (r efer nces 2, 4, and 5) used a 
constant in the above formula equal to 1.73 for computing 
8*. More recent value of the constant are 1.7207 given by 
Dryden (reference 11) and 1.7208 given by Gold tein (refer-
ence 13). A value of 1.72 i therefore usp,d in the pre ent 
work. 
6. HOT-W IR E TURBULENCE EQUI PMENT 
A variety of apparatu , uch a amplifiers, bridge, po ten-
tiometers, oscillators, 0 cillograph , and numerou type of 
ho t-wire anemome ter , comes under the heading of hot-wire 
equipment for measurinO' turbulence. Amplifier with 
attendant power supplies and hot-wire anemometers are 
usually special equipmen t, wherea the other quipment i 
of standard commercial design. Amplifier u eel in turbu-
lence work and circui ts to compen ate for the thermal lag 
of ho t wires have, however, been standardized to a cer tain 
exten t and their e sential features are described in the 
literature. Two amplifiers, which were de ignecl and 
buil t by W . C. ~10ck , Jr. , were u ed in the present investi-
gation. One of the amplifiers i de crib cd in reference 14; 
the other was a newel' and more portable type with about 
the arne frequency response but u ing capacitance compen-
sation in tead of inductance compensation. Both types of 
compen ation and the requirements to be met by each typ 
are described in reference 15. The theory of compen ation 
is given in referenc 16. 'IVhen properly compensated, the 
over-all r espon e of wire and amplifiers wa uniform from 3 
to about 2000 cycles pel' second. 
In all cases ho t-wire anemometers must be calibrated by 
mea LU'ing tbe vol tage acro the wire at known airspeeds;' 
or, if the anemomet l' i sen itive to direction changes, it 
must be calibrated by measLU'ing the vol tage at everal angle 
to the wind. For thi purpose a poLentiometer i neces ary. 
A \i\heat tone bridge must be used to obtain the resistance 
of the wi re at ail' temperature. Thl'oughout tbe pre ent 
work, both in calibration and in use, the heatin o' current 
was held constant and only the temperature and Lhe volt-
age acro the \yire were allowed to vary. Thi condition 
wa maintained during rapid velo ity flu ctuation by a suffi-
cieD tly large choke coil in erie with the wire. Amplifier 
were calibrated by applying to them a known alte rnating 
voltage from an oscillator. By u e of the calibration data, 
velocity flu ctua tions could be calculated from the amplified 
and properly ompetlsated vol tage fluctuation acros tb e 
hot wire. A cathode· ray 0 cillogl'aph wa u ed for vi ual 
observation of flu ctuation and al 0 for making photographic 
r ecord with a movinO'-film camera . When observation 
were imultaneou ly taken on two wire, an electronic swi tch 
was us d in conjun tion with the 0 cillograph. 
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7. HOT.W1RE ANEMOMETERS 
The hot-wire anemometer. used here may be divided into 
two classes : (1) Those used in the free tream to mea ure 
tmbulence; (2) those u ed in the boundary layer to study 
oscillation, transition phenomena, and tmbulence. An-
emometers of class (1) were designed for high sensitivity and 
for freedom from vibrational effects . Anemometers of class 
(2) were designed for working neal' a smface with a mini-
mum of in terference and with as li ttle vibrational motion 
r elative to the smface a pos ible. Both type u ed plati-
num wire 0.00025 inch in diameter , obtained by etching the 
silver coating from Wollaston wire. The etched wire ,\Tas 
soft- oldered to prongs made either from fine ewing needles 
or from fine copper wire. Platinum ,vires of tills size were 
adequately ensitive in lengths no greater than %"6 inch and, 
in the range of operating condition , had time con tants rang-
ing from 0.0005 to 0.002 second. 
Anemometer of class (1) were made with a single wire 
normal to the wind for measming u' or with two wii'es se t 
at an angle to the wind in the form of an X for measuring 
v' and w'. H ead of the e two types arc shown in figure 4. 
" 
FIGURE 4.- Hot·wire beads for the measurement of free·stream turbulence. 
Bo th have platinum wires (not visible in the photograph) 
aero s the tips of the prongs; the fom-prong head has the t ,·\TO 
wires forming an X. In the X-arrangement the wires lie 
a nearly as possible in a plane without touching and ub-
tend an angle of 60° with each wire at an angle of abou t 30° 
to the wind. Braces of ilk thread c men ted aCl'OS the 
prong about X inch from the tips were necessary to prevent 
wire breakage. All wires were abou t %"6 inch long. These 
arrangements of wire take advan tage of the directional 
characteristics of a wire in order to obtain en iLivity to 
the component desired. The sensi tivity of a wire to direc-
tion is known to depend on the angle Lo Lhe ,·vind, being zero 
when normal and again when parallel. en itivitj Lo u 
is a maximum when the ,viTe is normal. Since v and ware 
small, their principal effect i to cause fluctua tion in direction 
of the stream when added ectorially to U and the effect on 
the magnitude of the instantaneous velocity is insio-nificant. 
A wire normal to the ,vind responds thus to u-fluctuations 
rather than to v or w. 
An X-arrangement of two identical wires, each making t.he 
same ano-Ie to the wind, with vol tage oppo ed produces a 
resultant voltage change only when the wires are differ en tially 
cooled. This anangemen t is then insensiti ve to u but illghly 
en itive to direction changes in the plane of the wires and 
h nce to v or to w depending on the orientation of Lhe plane. 
When fluctuations are large, isolation of ingle compon ents 
in this way is not complete and vol tage changes are not 
exactly proportional to velocity changes. If the flu ctuations 
do not exceed 5 percent of the mean speed, errors from these 
source are believed to be less than 1 percen t. 
The mountings for the hot-wire heads are hOWD in figlU'e 5. 
The central member to which the head is attached is held 
I FT SCALE 
}' ,GURE 5.- Rubber·suspension type mountings wi th hot·wire heads attached. 
within the cylindrical tube by a rubber-band suspension and 
in this way is isolated from vibration from the tunnel walls . 
Vibrational effects 'were not troublesome after a sufficiently 
"soft" suspension of this ort wa used. The mounting for 
the X·wir es contains an angle-changing device for calibra ting 
the ,vires. 
In the boundary layer only the u-componen twa measured, 
excep t when one attempt wa made to discover whether the 
boundary-layer 0 cillations had a w-compon,ent. A tudy 
of v was considered de irable but no appropria te hot-wire 
head of sufficiently small dimensions was available for the 
purpose. For anemometers of class (2), therefore, mo t 
attention wa given to hot-,vi.re heads wi th the wire normal 
to the wind and parallel to the smface. The wire length was 
usually 0.04 inch. For traversing along the surface with the 
wire at a fixed distance, the wire was attached at the t ips of 
prongs extending about 7~ inch forward from a mall celluloid 
sled, which was held against the smface by wire springs from 
a bras tube attached to the carriage . A sled assembly with 
two pairs of prongs for supporting two wires at cllfferent 
di tances from the surface is shown in figure 6. Another 
led was al 0 u ed with two ho t wires making a V in a plane 
parallel to the m-face. The latter arrangement was sensi-
Live to w. The sled was believed to be the be t po sible type 
of ho t-wire head to prevent relative motion between the wire 
and the surface. Interference effects were found negligible. 
For traver ing normal to the surface, the hot wire was 
supported on the tip of teel sewing needles extending into 
the boundary layer from the arm of the traversing apparatus 
shown in figm e 3. This arrangement was made sufficiently 
rigid to be free from vibration troubles but was not appro-
priate for traversing parallel to the surface. A combination 
of this apparatus with a sled was used when it was desi.red 
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FIGURE 6.- Sledlike hot·\";r~ head alTan~ed for t\\·o hot wires. 
lo keep one wire al a fix ('d clisLanee from the smfaee while 
moying th e oLher in and ouL from the surface. 
IV. RED CTIO OF TREAM TURB LE CE Al D EFFECT ON 
REY OLDS NUMBER OF TRA SITION AT ZERO PRESSURE 
GRADIENT 
In Lb e present investigalion, efrec ts of high sLream turbu-
lence were of Ii ttle eOnCe1'11. Emphasis ,,' as placed rather on 
r educing the Lurbulenee a far a practieable in order to 
tucly the boundary layer wh en it was a li t tle eli tmbed from 
the tl'eam as po ible. The tmbulenee \Va ucee ively 
r edu c-ed by placing variou number and combination of 
damping SCTeens in the settling chamber. For each addi-
tion of a creen and for every r ecombination of screen , 
m ea m em ents were mad e of ul/UO, vl /UO, and w l/ Uo in the 
working chamber and th e value of Rx at the beginning and 
at the end of transition were determined . 
J o correet ion for wire lengLh according to th e meLhod given 
in reference 17 wa s macle, in ce the appropriate calc for VI 
and WI co uld not be determined. If the probable orcl I' of 
magnitude of Lhe calc i consid ered, the correc tion i small 
and i believed to be unimportant in yimy of the accuracy 
attainable in Lh m ea m emenL of low turbul ence. 
creen of fine m esh and mall wire were used in order 
that the turbulence proehl cd by th e cr en it elf would 
decay rapidly. Each screen completely covered the cross 
secLion of the se ttling chamber and , when more than one 
screen was u cd , a spacing of 6 inches or more wa allowed 
beLween them . Preliminary survey with the hot-wire 
anemometer showed th aL Lhe lurbulence \Va uniform over 
the usable cross section of the stream and that little or no 
decrea e in turbulence occuLTed in lh e length of lh e working 
chamber. The turbulence could Lherefore be specified by 
hot-wire mea urement made at one point in the working 
chamber. The measuremenL howed that VI and W I were 
nearly equal to each oLher but generally OT ater than u l . 
Thi noni oLropic conclition is known to be caused by the 
contraction of the stream from the large area of Lhe se ttling 
chamber to Lhe smaller area of th e working chamber. The 
more the turbulence wa redu ceel by the addition of screen , 
the les this difference becam e and, finalJy, near lhe lowest 
Lurbulence u l wa actually larger than VI and WI. In all 
ca e the tmbulenc increased ,,-ith the wind peed, an effect 
that could be pa rtly ac ounteel for by the elecrea ing 1'e ist-
ance coeffi cient of th e screen with increasing peed . 
TABLE I 
TCRBULEX E WIT1I , I X DAi\IPIXG CREE N H, ETTLING 
CHAMBER 
I) rea,uremenls at single slation in working cham bel') 
C'O II ' I" w' 
.,j t(U" +v" +w") 
C'o U. 1:0 -- c.;-'o--
(frs) (percen I) (perccnt) (I ercent ) (percent) 
--------
30 0.0 19 0.011 0.0 12 0.0145 
40 .021 .020 .019 .0200 
50 .02'1 .023 .020 .0224 
(iO .027 .026 .021 .024 
70 .030 . 030 .026 .0287 
80 .033 .035 .032 .0334 
90 .0:35 .039 .037 .0:3il 
100 .037 .042 .041 .0401 
lIO .040 .044 .045 . 0430 
120 .045 .046 .04; .0459 
A lhe number of creen ,,'as increased, a r educLion in 
lurbulence wa obtained wiLh each add iLional screen but by 
successively dec rea ing amount; and the redu ction by thi 
means appeared to have reached a practicable limi t when SL"X 
sc reens were insLalled. The measured values with lX 
creen are g iven in table 1. It wa s believed aL flr t that a 
level had been rca heel nearly equal lo t11 Lurbulence pro-
d uced by lhe sc reens Lhemselve. A finer creen than any 
of the oLher \\'a therefore aclel d clown tr am ir m the 
ix creens already pre enL. 'in ce no creen wiLh finer "' ire 
than lhose already u eel ,,'ere comme rc iall~T available, a 
screen mad e from ilk bolting cloth wa in Lalled. orne 
further r edu cLion wa obtainecl but not so much a wa 
expected. No attempt was macle at further r eduction. The 
TABLE II 
TliRBliLE.:,r E \nTH IX DA:\IPIXG SCREE),T FOLLO \YED 
BY OXE BOLTIXG CLOTH I ),T SETTLI JG CHAMBER 
1:I(casuremcnts at s ingle slation in working chamber) 
.,j~ (1I"+V"+w") 
Co 
/I' v' lpl 
l'O l'O l'O C'o 
(fps) ( p~ rrent ) (percellt) (percellt) (percent) 
30 0.01 0.012 0. 009 0.0135 
40 .019 .012 . 010 . 0142 
50 .021 • OJ<[ .015 .0169 
60 .026 .018 .016 . 0204 
70 .029 .020 .0 17 .0226 
80 .033 . 022 .018 .0251 
00 .037 .026 .020 .0286 
100 .040 .029 .023 .03 15 
110 .044 .034 .025 . 0352 
measured yalu e of lb e turbulence at this lowest level arc 
given in table II . Th e x-Reynold number of Lransition 
found during lhe variou tao- of reduction are hown in 
figure 7. The highe t turbulence hown in the figure (0.342 
percenL) \Va obtained by placing a square-me h grid of 
}~-inch rope, paced 6 inches, in the ettli ng chamber a few 
inche down tream from the set of ix wire creen . The 
tran ition point found by Hall and Hi lop (reference 1 ) 
for their 10"'e t turbulence i ind icated in figure 7. By 
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defini tion, their transi tion point corresponds to the begin-
ning of tran ition in the pre ent paper . 
Two que tions are rai cel by the foregoing res ul t : (1) 
'iiVhy was the addition of the bol t ing-cloth creen 0 inef-
fective in fur ther reducing the turbulence, and (2) why \Va 
tra,n ition on the flat plate unaff cted by reduction of tur-
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bulence below about 0.08 'percent? The first que tion i 
an wered in the following section. The econd ques tion is 
more difficul t and an attemp t will be made to an weI' it only 
after boundary-layer oscillation arc considered. (ee 
s ction IX.) 
V. RESIDUAL TURBULE CE A D NOISE 
'iiVhile lhe measuremen t of th lowest turbulence were in 
progre , i t wa noted by the trace on the screen of a cathode-
ray 0 cillograph tha t the vclocity fluctuations did no t have 
the random character usually ascribed to turbulence. 
Vibration of the hot-wire mounting ,vas uspected bu t wa 
ruled ou t ince changes in the oftne of the mounting 
failed to change the appearance of the t race. Con idera tion 
wa next given to the effect of wind- tunnel noi e and led Lo 
the Lartling conclu ion Lhat a rea onably loud sound co uld 
involve particle velocities ufficien t to produce an apparent 
Lllrbulen e of the order of that actually found. For example, 
a calculation ba ed on a plane wave wi th an in ten ity of 
105 decibels above a ba e level of 10- 9 erg per qu are centi-
meter per econd showed a roo t-mean-square particle 
velocity of 0 .02 foot per econd. At a wind velocity of 100 
feet p l' cond, till is equival nt to an apparent turbulen e 
of 0.02 p rcen t, while the mea ur d t urbulence wa 0.0315 
percen t. A few measurements of intensity with a ound 
meter connected to a cry tal microphone howerl that the 
noi e level \Va probably betw en 105 and 110 decibel at 
100 fe t per second. . ince 110 decibel i equivalen t to an 
apparen t turbulence of 0.051 p rcent, the noi e could 
account for the entire ho t-wire reading at this speed. At the 
lower peed , however, the noi e intensity appeared insuffi-
cient to account for th mea urcd turbulence. incc the 
8 .. 378 50--2 
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wave pattern in the Lunnel was very complex, calculation 
ba ed on plane waves can be ttt bes t only J'ouah approxima-" 
tion. Fur thermore to avoid the direct eff ct of the wind on 
the microphone, it wa ne essary to measure the sound level 
a t a di tanc from the ho t wire. 
An analysis was made by a wave analyzcr of the spectrum 
of the noise from the tunnel picked up in the tunnel control 
room by the cry tal microphone. A imilar analysi was 
then made of the output from the hot wire in the wind 
tUIDlel. In bo th case the wind velocity wa 0 feet per 
s condo A compari on of the two pectrums is hown in 
figm e 8. Since Lhe di tribution of intensity wi th frequency 
is compared here, uncertaintie in absolute intensity are of 
minor importance. The imilarity of the curves indicates 
that, a t a winel velocity of 80 feet per e 'ond, a large part 
of the hot-wire output i derived from noise. 
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The value of turbulence in tables I and II probably 
contain a sianifi an t contribution from noise, especially a t 
the higher v 10ciLie . A large part of the incl'ea e with 
velocity is probably due to noise. Al 0, a u ' greater than 
Vi and W i is evidence that no t all the contributing fluctua-
tions were carri ed with the tream tlu'ough the entrance cone. 
ince mo t of the noi e come from the propeller , i t i obviou 
that damping creens can reduce only the true turbulence. 
On the other hand , the addi tion of screen must increasc the 
noi e because of the higher propeller speed needed to maintain 
a given wind velocity through the added re i tan e in the 
SCreen. The e fact afford a satisfactory explana tion of the 
effective limi t of dampin cr creens in the present tunnel. 
Figure 8 also ugges ts som information conc rning the 
an weI' to lhe secon 1 que tion posed in section IV regarding 
the effect of Lurbulence on transition. ince the pectrum 
of this apparen t Lurbu len e is unlike tha t of isotropic t ur-
bulence (reference 19), uch tUl'bulence will probably affect 
tran it ion in a differen t mannel' from i otropic tmbulence. 
Velocity flu ctuations from sound involve pl'C' m e changes 
no t r elated to those of turbulence and involve mo tions cor-
related over gr at di tance. inee the proportion of noise 
to turbulence wa increased with each redu ction of tur-
bulence, anomalou transi tion effects arc to be expected . 
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VI. LAMI AR-BO UNDARY-LAYER OSCILLATIONS, ZERO 
PRESSURE GRADIENT 
1. FJRST EVIDENCE OF 0 CILL ATIO NS 
When the tream turbulence had been r e iueed to n ady 
ils lowest level with the ix wire damping screens, i.t wa 
decided to inve tigate Lhe velocity fluctuations in the 
laminar boundary layer iL elf. For this purpose one of the 
sledlike head ,,·ith a wire en it ive to u wa arranged Lo 
lide along the urface with Lhe wixe 0.023 inch from the 
sw-face. , Vith greatly reduced tream turbulence, it wa 
expected that the slow irregular fluctuation , reported for a 
much more turbulen t tream in reference 11 , would be cor-
respondingly reduced. ueh fluctuations were, in fact, 
almo t nonexi.stent; but, a the wire was moved down tream 
tluough the boundary layer, a regular 0 eillation app ar d , 
weak at fir t but wilh inc1" a ing amplitude as the distance 
down tream inc1'ea ed. Just ahead of the transition, bursts 
of very large ampli tude occulTed and, at the initial point 
of tran ition, these bursl were accompanied by a breaking 
into an irregular high-frequeney fluctuation eharacteristic 
of turbulence. R ecord of the 0 cillations were made by 
photographing the creen of tb e cathode-ray oscillograph 
with a moving-film camera. Two ets of ucb. record are 
reproduced as figure 9 and 10 . Figure 9 show the pro-
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FIG URE 9. - 0scillograms of u·f\uctuations howing laminar boundary·layer oscillations in 
boundary layer of flat plate. Distance from surface, 0.023 inch; Uo=80 feet per second; 
time intcnoal between dots, .!-30 second. 
g1'essive development of the 0 cillations . The traces at 
6.25 and 6.5 feet already how the bursts of large-ampli tude 
oscillation in ter persed wiLh highly disturbed Lurbulent 
moLion. The final r ecord at feet indicaLe a comI letely 
turbulent boundary layer. The frequency of the 0 cilla-
t ions may be judged by the }~o-second timing dot. The 
arne phenomenon at a lower wind speed and at a greater 
distance from the leadina- edge of the plate is hown in 
figme 10. H ere Lhe amplifier gain (magnification) wa 
adjusted to keep the r ecorded amplitude the same from po i-
tion to position in order to bi·ing ou t the weak a well a the 
trong 0 cillation . Attention is call d to the lower oscilla-
tion frequency COlTe ponding in thi case to the lower speed 
and to the thick r boundary layer. 
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I t \Va thoughL at first that the e oscillation might possi-
bly be due to vibration of the wire that gave ri e to relativ(' 
motion between the wire and the mface. Thi wa soon 
ruled ou t since changes in the hot-wire head and support 
failed to cau e any change in the 0 cillation. Fmthermore, 
the oscillations appeared to be d fini tely comlected with 
tran ition since the zone in which they OCCUlT d always pre-
ceded transition and moved with i t fore and aft along the 
plate as the wind peed was varied. It could not be said 
with cer tainty that the oscillation wer the cau e of tran i-
tion, ince there existed the po sibility t.hat the boundary 
layer became shock-excited by transit ion occurring a shor t 
distance down tream, giving rise to an 0 cillation that was 
po ibIy th e r e ul t of tran ition rather than th e cause. 
The latter explanation was ruled out by removing tran ition 
with an abrupt pre ure drop and yet leaving the oscilla-
tions totally unchanged at an up tream po ition. The alter-
native conelu ion , with no evidence to th contrary, was that 
tran ition 1'e ulted from the grow-ina- of the oscillations to 
the point where the boundary layer was so highly di tmbed 
that transition occurred . 
It was soon found that the hot wire could be placed at 
any ero scction of the boundary layer to pick up the 0 cilla-
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tions, a.lthough the amplitude quite evidently varied "with 
position. The frequency remained the same tluoughout the 
section except very near the surface where there was a sug-
ge tion of frequency doubling on the low-velocity part of 
the cycle. This effect at the 4-foot position is shown in 
figure 11. ince the ho t wire r esponds to negative velocities 
as though they were po itive, the doubling was believed to 
indicate that the amplitude of the oscilla tion was sufficiently 
high to r everse the direction of flow during half of each cycle. 
A V-wire, sensitive to w, revealed a w-component in the 
oscillations. Li ttle work was done with this wire and the 
relative amplitudes of u and w were not compared. With 
the one exception cited here, all work wa done with wire 
ensitive to u. Because of experimental difficul ties no at-
tempt wa made to detect the v-component, although it is 
shown by theoretical considerations in section VI, 2, that 
a v-component must exist. The presence of the w-component 
thu indicates that the oscillation were three-dim en iona.}. 
Because the effects of noi e were so much in evidence, it 
might be supposed that the oscillations were a resonant 
acou tic phenomenon ari ing from ome frequency in the 
ound spectrum. Among the evidence again t this supposi-
tion is that presented in figure 12, which shows the effect of 
a tenfold increase in turbulence produced by the rope grid 
in the settling chamber down tream from the ix damping 
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scrMns. With the higher turbulence, it is seen that oscilla-
tions are present where they were absent before. It thus 
appears that disturbance in the stream, possibly acoustic 
as well as turbulent, give rise to oscillations which are not 
themselves ound waves. 
I t wa believed almost. from the star t that the oscillations 
were amplified distmbance, their purity resulting from 
selective amplification of a ingle fr equency or , at most, a 
narrow band of frequencies. Theories had been advanced to 
account for just such an amplification but were often ignored 
in experimen t becau e no conclu ive evidence in their support 
had been found . In order to test whether these were in 
r eality the amplified oscillation predicted by theory, fre-
quencies were determined from numerou oscillograms, tale en 
at as many positions and speeds as poss ible and plotted in 
an appropriate mallller on a diagram derived from the 
theoretical r e ul ts of Schlichting. The diagram with the 
experimentally determined point is shown in figme 13. 
This figme will be made clear by the theoretical discus ion 
in section VI, 2, and will be described in detail in section 
VI, 3. For the present, it is sufficient to observe that the 
experimental points are distributed along branch II of the 
theoretical cmve, whi h is the r egion in which the points 
should fall if the initial distmbances, out of which oscilla-
tions grew, have received approximately their maximum am-
Wire ,2 
0 0.30 in. from surface 
Gain one-eighth fhot of other records 
FIGURE 11.- 0scillograms of u-fluctuations showing eddence of frequency doubling near surface_ Uo= 105 feet per second: time interval between dots, ~o second . 
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Theorcticu llolal nmplication from branch I to branch II as indicated. Exp~rimcnlal points 
from frequcnc)' of oscillations found on oscillograms. Branchcs I and II of neutral cun'C 
meet R-axis at R= "' , 
plifi caLion , The osci llat ions a re Lh erefore id enLified \\'ith 
those produced by insLability of the boundary layer, 
2. THEORY OF BO UN DAR Y-LAY ER OSCILLATIONS 
Evidence ha been found of 0 cillaLions of raLher high 
puriLy J'e ulLing mostly from random dist urban ces. Th e 
o cil1aLions observed at a .fixed point ugge t Lh e pre ence of 
a traveling wave in the boundary layer, A theoretical 
an weI' i oughL for the question: How can random di turb-
ance produce a wave that looks closely s in ll oid al and ha 
a single predominanL frequency? 
The uperpositiol1 of mall el i tU l'bance veloeitie on a 
uniform velocity in one direct ion pre eTIts to a stationary 
observer Lh e appearance of wave mo tion . The motion may 
be sinu oidal 0 1' ineo-ular. For simplification, all the dis-
turbance velocity components are a umed to be inusoidal 
of the same frequen cy. In a uniform stream , thi motion 
ha the att ribu te of a LravelinO' wave with a wave velocity 
equal Lo Lhe m ean velocity of the Lream. The ampli tude i 
the di Lu rbance velociLy with componel1 t u, v, and w] and 
the pres ure involved is the dynami c pre sure of Lhe di -
tlu'bance velocity. Thi kind of wave is involved in the 
applicaLion of stability theory to Lh boundary layer. Only 
Lwo-dimensional moLion ha so far been successfully Lreated. 
In a nonuniform st ream, uch as a bo undary layer , Lhe wav e 
vcloci ty is noL known aL once buL may rea onably be a sumed 
(and can al 0 be proved theoret ically) to be Ie Lhan the 
maximum velocity of the str eam. The characteri tics of the 
wave will depend on Lhe characLer i Lics of the tream, uch 
as the velocity profi1e of a bo und ary layer ] anel on condition 
imposed on the mean veloc ity and on the di tUl'bance veloci-
ties aL the boundaries. The theory t reat the influence of all 
the e condit ion and how they determine the wave lenO'th, 
the wave velocity, and the clamping or the amplificaLion of 
the wave. 
In general, the d isLurbance l'espon ible for wave motion 
in a boundary layer are random in character and th resu lt-
ing wave moLion is il'l'egulal'. One of the importanL charac-
teristics of Lhe wave is iL abili Ly to mainLain it elf again t 
Lh e damping action of vi cosity or even Lo grow by absol'b inO' 
energy from the ba ie flow, , in e thi characLeri tic depend 
on the frequency, certain componenL frequencie of an irl'eg-
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ula1' wave will be damped and others amplified a the wave 
travel downstream. It will be een in ection VI, 3, that 
thi proce . accolmts for th relatively h igh purity of the 
ob rved boundary-layer 0 cillation . 
Energy con iderations alone form the ba is of an elemen-
tary Lreatment fu· t u cd by 0 borne Reynold. According 
to the Reynold concept, growth or decay of a disturbance 
depend on whether energy i tran felTed to the disturbance 
by absorption of energy from the basic flo"- or i extracted 
from the disturbance by the damping action of vi co ity. 
The flow of energy then determine the stu bility of the 
boundary layer under the a tion of eli turbance . in e Lhe 
kind. of di turbance mu t be spe ified, thi method docs not 
have general applicab ility. The flow of energy is, however, 
a fundamen tal phy ical concept involved in all theol-ie even 
though not xplicitly tated. A an introduction to Lhe mOre 
advanced theorie the energy relation will therefore be de-
rived here. The development follows e ent ially that aiven 
by Prandtl in reference 20. 
(a) Basic equations and energy relation .- In general, 
only two-dimensi.onal flow with two-dimensional di turbanee 
has been treated succe fully in tability th ories. The ba i 
flow i assumed to be teady and a function of y only. The 
ba io flow in the boundary layer is then 
U=f(y) 
v =o 
The di turbances a:e a function of time a well as of t and y 
and !l.re expressed by 
V=f2(X,y,t) 
The component of total velocity arc therefore U+u and v. 
ince U and v are assumed to be mail, the N avier-Stok s 
equation become, after quare and products of disturbance 
velocities and of their differential coefficients are neglecte 1, 
OV+ 
ot 
OV = )1 (02~+ o2v)_l (OP + OP) 
ox ox· oy2 P oy oy 
(1) 
(2) 
where pi the pre sure produced by the disturbance and P 
the pre ure due to the ba ic flow . 
The equation of continuity i 
(3) 
By subtracting from equation 
cone ponding Javiel'- tokes equation for u=v=p= O, 
the following two equation are obtained in terms of only 
the disturbance : 
(4) 
(5) 
Equations (4) and (5) arc the fundamental bycll·o Iynamic 
equations for mall di turba.nce on which arc based all 
tabi}jty theOJ·ie herein eli Cll eeL 
In order to derive an expre ion for energy balance, equa-
tion (4) is multiplied by U a.nd equation (5) by v and the 
resulting equations added to give the ingle disturbance 
equation 
(~+ u~) (U2+V2) = P ot ox 2 
(6) 
It will be noted that the left-hand member of thi equation 
gives the time rate of change of kinetic energy, due to the 
eli turbance·, of a particle movin a with the basic Dow. Each 
term on the riahL-hand ide of equation (6) i now integrated 
over the region containing the disturbance, as explained in 
detail in reference 20. T he re ulting expres ion i 
dE J' J-' d U f f (OU OV)2 (Jt= - P uv dy dx dy - jJ. oy - ox dx dy (7) 
where dE/dt now repre ent the time rate of chang of kinetic 
nergy, due to the distmbance, of the fluid within the region 
of integration . The fn' t term on the right-hand side of 
equation (7) involves the hearing tres puv and repre ents 
the rate at which energy i absorbed from the ba ic flow. 
This energy is added to that already pre ent in Lbe dis-
turbance. The second term on the right-hand side, which 
is obviou ly always neaative, is the rate of dissipation of the 
energy of the di turbance by visco ity. The predominance 
of one effect over the other will determine the net change in 
the energy of the di turbance. 
The fir t term on the right-hand ide of equa ion (7) has 
a.n intere ting phy ical interpretation. Fir t, if U and '/) 
differ in phase by 90°, as in the usual \ ave motion, uv will 
ani h over one complete ycle and no energy can be ab orbed 
from the ba ic flow. Se ond, ince dU/ely i po itive, uv 
must be nega ive, if the disturbance is to receive energy 
from the basic flnw. These and other cond i tion arc treated 
in the more advan cd theory to be con ider d next. 
(b) General disturbance equation and solutions ,- Lord 
Rayleigh (reference 21) appears to have b en the fir t to 
outlin a more gen.eral mathematica.l theory to which numer-
ou inve Ligator have contributed. The mathematical 
difficultie are 0 ar at that the basic velocity profile (U - f 
(y)) wa usually approximate I by a straight line or egment 
of traight line. Thi imposed seriou limitations on the 
generality of the 1'e ult. Tietj n (1'o£eren e 22) wa the 
fir t to apply Rayleiah's theory to profile intended to repro-
duce flow along a wall, but hi olution uffcrcd from the 
SCrLOU limitation just mentioned. Important advances. 
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have b een made by Tollmien (references 2 and 3) an(l 
chlichting (r eference 4 to 7), who lI cce fully applied th 
the-ory to curved profile intended to represent actual velo ity 
dis tribution. Theil' most complete solution apply to an 
approximation of the Blasiu distribution. For this dis-
tribu tion Schlichting's work (references 4 and 5) i par-
t icularly complete and hi resul ts are used here for com-
pari on with experimental re ults. The following olltlin 
of the theory is taken largely from references 4 and 5 with 
occa ional help from l·cfer ence 2. The physical ba i for the 
theory, the step in the olution, and the more important 
r e liltS arc given h ere. The mathematical a pects of the 
problem are discu ed in the original reference. Even in 
the original r eference detail of the computation are lacking 
and checking of results is difficult. 
From the basic equations (4) and (5), the pres m e terms 
are eliminated by differentiating equations (4) and (5) with 
re pect to y and x, re pectivcly, and ubtractinO" the second 
from the fu· t. The result is a linear homogeneous equation 
in uand v: 
( ) 
Th e eli till·bance vclocitie may be expres ed in term of 
a s tream function if; , s uch that 
u=gt} 
oif; 
v= - -ox 
(9) 
Any p eriodi c di tUl'bance ma,y be repre ented by a FOUl'ier 
series. Since equation (8) i lineal' and homogeneou in 
u and v, its b ehavior may be inve tigated by using a ingle 
term of tbe cri es. This amount to a suming a periodic 
disturbance whose str eam function has the form: 
if;=F(y) exp [i(ax-,Bt) ]= F (y) exp [ia(x-ct) ] (10) 
where F(y) represents the initial amplitude of the tream 
function which depends only on y , a = 27fI 'A wher e A is the 
wave length, and t is the time. ince ,B and hen ce care 
generally complex quantities, equation (10) may be written 
if; = F (y) exp {i [ax- (,BT+i,Bt)t]) 
= F (y) exp {ia[x- (cT+ic i)t]} (ll) 
wher e ,BT, th e real part of ,B , i the angular velocity or 271"f 
(wher e f is frequency) ; ,B l, the imaginary part of ,B, i tbe 
coefficient of amplification or damping, depending on whether 
it i positive or negative; and c, = ,B,/a is the velocity with 
which the phase progre es and will be termed simply 
" wave velocity." 
When equation (8) is written in terms of the stream func-
t ion and sub titution is made for if; in accordance with the 
second of equations (10), the result is 
wbere the prim es r epre ent differentiation with re pect to y. 
Equation (12) is a homogeneous linear differential equation 
of the fourth ordcr with a general olution of the form 
(13) 
where F I , F2 , F3 , and F4 are the parti ula!' olution and 
0 1, O2, C3, and 4 are the constant of integration. The 
form of these parti cular solution depen 1 on th basic yeloc-
ity assumed , that is, on the boundary-layer profile. 
A olution of equation (12) wa fu'st obtained by Tollmien 
(reference 2) for a velocity distribution intended to approxi-
mate closely a Blasiu distribution. H e con idered the ca e 
in 'which ampli fi cation and damping were ab ent, that i , 
for real values of ,B and c, and obtained the so-called " neutral" 
o cillation. chlichting (reference 4) r epeated Tollmien's 
calculation and in addition treated the case for mall ampli-
fication. In a later paper (r eference 5), chlichtinO" de-
t ermined the di tribution of ampli tude of neutral 0 eillation 
acros th boundary layer and investigated the energy 
balance. chlichting's work i therefore more complete 
and more suitable for comparison with eArperiment. 
Both Tollmien and chlichting approximated a Bla iu 
distribution by a traight line and a parabola a follows: 
For O~ ~ ~O.175, 
V 'lL 
Vo=1.6 0 
For 0.175~ ~ ~1.015, 
For ~ > 1.015, 
v ( y)2 U
o
=l- l.015-5 
V U
o
= 1 
Thi gave a ufficiently elose approximation to the Bla ius 
di tribution of U but was not a ufficiently good approxi-
mationfor V' anl V". The lat ter quantiti s were therefore 
taken directly from the Bla iu solution; only the follo\ving 
terms of the cries, which obviou ly apply to mall value of 
yjo, were u cd 
g~ = 1.6 [ 1-3.65 (~)] 
and 
V" (y)2 
Vo = -1 .4 5 
The displacement thi kness 8*= J~a (1- gJ dy = 0.3478. 
Schlichting gives 0.3410 for the integral and thi value was 
used to compute the values of 8 in figme 21. 
It was assumed that U f ey) and that 17=0. This i 
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equivalent to assuming a nonthickening boundary layer, 
that j , con tant 8, and is the ba i for mos t of the adver e 
critici m of the theory. In a r eal boundary layer, 8 depends 
on x, U =} (x ,Y) , and V~O; but the dependence of U on x is 
mall compared with the dependence on y , and V is mall 
compared with U. 
ince the pw:pose of the pre ent paper i merely to in-
dicate the method of olving the quation, the solution wm 
be indicated in general form. The calculations have been 
carried tbl'ough to numericall'esults for only a few velocity 
profile . 
Equation (12) i not readily solved in its entirety and 
certain approximations must be made that involve the fric-
tion term on the right-hand side of the equation. The 
implcst approximation i to neglect the friction term cn-
tirely. In order to justify this , equation (12) i put in a 
dim n ionIe s form that has the R eynolds number a one of 
he parameter. When the new independen t variable y /8* 
is intl'odu d and F= V08*4>, the r e ult i 
where the primes now denote differentiation with r espect to 
y /8* and R is the R eynold number. When R is ufficiently 
large, the right-hand ide of equation (14) may be mall 
enough to neglect. The effec t of the friction terms is a tu-
ally negligible for all values of y/8* except those neal' the 
UI'face and near a plan ,2 that i al 0 near the Ul'fac, 
where the wave velocity is equal to the local tream velocity. 
It la been shown by Tollmien (1' fer ence 2) that c mu t 
always b less than V o; a point will therefore alway be found 
in the boundary layer where V = c. Exclusive of thi point 
and the w:face, two particular olutions 4>1 and 4>2 may be 
obtained by solving the frictionless equation 
(15) 
The solutions are expre cd a power serie develop d about 
y" where y, is the po ition of the critical point, V = c. 
The e olution are 
(16) 
(17) 
where V" c and V' c are the valu e of V" and V' at the 
critical point. While 4>1 is r egular throughout the , hole 
layer, 4>2 posses es a ingularity a t the cri tical point and a 
correction to equation (17) mu t be found by another ap-
proximate solution that take into account the fric tion at 
the cri tical point. Thi second approximation to equation 
, S!nce the theory applies only to a bOllOdary !ayer of conslant thickness. lho problcm is 
essentially one-dimensional and this plane is commonly referred t o as the critical " point." 
(14), valid in the neighborhood of the cl'itieal point, results 
from neglecting all but the large t of the fri ction terms. 
For this pml)O e a new independent variable 71 i intro-
duced, defined by 
Y- Yc ( -*R U' ,)-1/3 
-v-= au U
o 
71 = E71 (1 ) 
From thi it i een that 71 i a dimen ionles variable " 'nich 
i equal to zero at the critical point Y= Yc, positive fol'Y > Y" 
and negative for Y< Yc Equation (14) i now written with 
71 as the independent variable for </>. in ce this eq uation will 
b d · h .. , f [ - c b - 1 e usc III t e VICIn!ty 0 y = y" -u;- can e apPl'oxllnatec 
by (r:;;) E71 a nd V" bye" c, wh ere the prim s t\,gain denote 
d ifferentiation with 1'e p ct to y /8*. The quation become 
(19) 
where 4> j differ entiated with respect to 'r}. Since E is mall, 
the terms containing E2 and t 4 are omitted, and equation (19) 
becomes 
(19a) 
Equation (19a) contains no singularity at U= c and a 
solution of thi equation at the critical point indi ates the 
form of 4>2 to be 1.1 cd ,,,hen y - y,< O. Thi form i 
(17a) 
By neglectinO' th e term in equation (19a) ontaining E, 
the homogen ou equation 
i4>/I/I + 714>/1 = 0 (20) 
i obtained . The olution of equation (20) c.ontain the 
two particular olution 4>3 and 4>4 which a1' expressed in 
t erms of Hankel function a follows : 
where H (1) .(2) are H ankel functions of the fU'st and second 
kind. Equation (20) is valid all he way to the mface. It 
i found that 4>3 dimini he very rapidly from th mface 
outward and i therefore important only neal' th urfac0. 
On the other hand , 4>4 incr eases rapidly with y and will not 
atisfy the requirement Lhat 4> = 0 at Y= co ; hence, 4 in 
quation (13) j et equal to zero. The general olution of 
equation (14) may then be written 
(22) 
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(c) Characteristic-value problem.- The tability inyc ti-
gation is a characteristie-valu c problem- that i , onc in 
which the boundary condi tions afford ufficicnt eq uation 
between th e solutions at the boundaries to determine Lhe 
values of the parameters for which equation (14) is saLis-
fied, those valuc bing thc characteri tic value. At y=o 
wherc U= Uo=Con tanL, tbe solu tion of equation (14) are 
of the simple form 
. ( .* Y) exp au 8* 
The olution with the po iLive exponen t mu t be io-noreel as 
it is infinite at Y= 00 . As the outer boundary condition , 
t hen , cj/ I</> = - ao*. illCC </>3 ha already cli appeared at th 
outcr boundary, the r esult i 
or 
(23) 
wh ere the sub- ubscript 0 indicatcs the olution at the ou ter 
boundary and 
At the surface, y=O and </> = </>' = 0. The surface b01mdar)T 
condition ar c then imply 
(24) 
(25) 
where the sub-subscript 0 denote solution on the surface. 
If </> in equation (22) docs not vani 11 identically, th 
following determinant of tbe boundary olution , formed from 
equations (23), (24), and (25), must equal zero: 
<Pl. CP2. 0 
</>10 </>20 </>30 = 0 
</>' 10 </>'20 </>'30 
olving the determinant give 
</>~o </>20 <Pl0 - </>10 <P2. 
</>'30 </>20<P16 - </>IO<P20 
(26) 
The left-band siel e of equation (26) is a function of 7]0, 
wh ere 7]0 i the valu e of 7] at tbe sUl-face. ince by eq uat ion 
(1 ) 7] is a function of the param eters ao* and R, the left-
hand ide of equation (26) i al 0 a funct ion of these param-
clers . The righ t-hand sid e of equation (26) i a funct ion 
of the parameters ao* and cl Uo. D enoting the 10ft-hand 
ide by 0 and the righ t-hand siel e by E gives 
(2 7) 
Equation (27) is complex and may be eparated into two 
real equations by separating real and imaginary palt . 
Be tween the e two equation anyone of the th.ree unknown 
parameter , a8*, R , and cl Uo, may be eliminated and a 
relation between the other two found. This ha been don e 
by both Tollmien and cblich ting for c r eal, tha t i , for 
oscillations neith er amplified nor damped. For this case, 
equation (27) may b writt n 
(2 ) 
wher e the ubscrip t n denotes neutral 0 eillation. If Ct is 
eliminated, a rela t ion between ao* and R i found. Thi 
gives the theoretical neutral eUTVC shown in fi gure 20 , 25, 
anel27. By liminating ao* the relation between ctlUo and R, 
bown in figUTe 26 and 33, i found. R ccombination of 
tIl quantiti esresults in{3,vI U02,plottedinfigure 13, 16, 17, 
19, and 24. 
The curves just mentioned extend only to the maximum 
valu es of R that are of practical intere t. T ollmien poi.nt 
out in reference 2 that both branches I and II of the C CUTve 
approach the R-axi a R appro ache infinity. Branche I 
and II therefore m eet at infinity and form a 10 cd eUl"\7e. 
Amplificati.on occur within the region nclosed by the curve. 
Damping occur in all other r egion. 
The values of the parameters are given i.n table III. The 
computations lVere made by a combina t ion of analytical and 
numerical method. I t may be pointed ou t Lhat the values 
obtained by Tollmien and Schlich ting how orne difference . 
The e arc probably clu e to differ ence in the detail of the 
computation. Value plo ·t d in the foregoing figure and 
appearing in tabl III ar chlich ting' r e ult . 
TABLE III 
THEORETICAL " ·AVE PARA:\IETERS FOR JE UTRAL 0 CIL-
LATIOKS ACCORDIl\'G TO SCHLICI-ITI ),TG (REFEREN CE 4) 
13ranch r 13ranch Ir 
c, --
uo {J,v (J ,v R a,' Uo' R a.' Uo' 
---
.. --
0.200 72JO 0.077 2. 14XIO-6 37.600 0.149 0.79XIO-· 
.250 3010 .101 8.39 12.000 .188 3. 92 
.300 1530 . 129 25.3 4.640 .223 14. 4 
.325 1I 50 . 143 40. 4 3,290 .23 23.5 
I 
.350 93 
I 
. 159 62.3 21 070 .25 1 42.4 
.375 736 . I I 92.2 I. 420 .264 69.7 
.400 6.13 .205 129.5 1.020 .274 107.4 
.420 606 . 239 165.7 713 .273 161. 0 
chlichting extended tbe calculations to include mall am-
plification, apply ing only in the neighborhood of the neutral 
CUTve. Th e calcula t ion were carri ed out, no t by a direct 
solution of equation (~7 ) but by a eric development starting 
from t he neutral equ ation (2) . Thu 0(7]0) i founel by 
(29) 
and E (ao*, cl Uo) is fOLl nd by 
E (ao*, cl Uo) = E n(a"o*, cTIUo) + (a-a,,) (Oo~n)+ 
( ) ( OEn) + C-C T (5C ... (30) 
Wi th the valu es of G and E given by equation (29) and 
(30), ampli flcatio n were determin cl ncar and with in the 
-- -- -- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
r----- - - - - - - .- - --- - --- --- -- - -
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pace cnelo cd by the neutral CUJ've .Bi= O. Yalu es beyond 
th e range permi tte 1 by this method were determined by 
in terpola tion , by assuming a cubic equation for /3 i at con-
stanL R that meet bo th branches of the ne utral cW'vc wi th 
th e known slope ~; a t the e points. Schlichting' diagram 
sh wing the theoretical amplificaLion i given in figlll'e 27 
a nd 2 . I t will bc no ted Lhat /3 ; has a maximwn ncar the 
ce ntc!' of thc zone and fall off toward bo th branchc of th 
ncutral curve . In accordance wi th equation (11), ampli1ica-
li on of a d i t lll'bancc i cxpre d by 
(31) 
wh cj'c AI is th c ampli tud e at t l and A 2 is th e amplitu 1e at t2. 
1£ t l is La.ken on branch I of the neutral cm-ve and t2 on 
branch II, the total amplifica tion at constant t:2 wa calcu-
lated by chlich ting for cveral par ts of the amplification 
zone. ~ chli ch ting' valuc ar c hown in figW'cs 13, 19, and 
20 . The maximum total amplification up to a givcn value 
of x, wh cn dis urbance of all frequ encies are pre ent, is 
detcrmine l by the equation 
A (x) ( r t(r) ) ~=exp ma..x Jtl /3 ;dt (32) 
Schlicht ing found that th e r elat ion between this maximum 
to tal amplification an 1 th e x-Reynold number up to an Rz 
of about 106 could be repre ented by the followin g interpola-
tion formula: 
(33) 
The olution thus far has determin ed several charactel'-
i ties of the wave. For any given value of R and the fre-
qu ency, it is known whether the wave will be amplified , 
damped, 01' neutral. For a given frequency the wave 
velocity i r elated to Uo in a known way and is constant over 
th ero eetion of the layer . In like manner the wave 
lcngLh i known in relation to 0*. 
(d) Distribution of amplitude, correlation, and energy 
balance.- The characteristic-value problem gives no infor-
mation about the l' lativ magni tude of u and v nor how 
they are di tribu ted throu gh the boundary layer. How the 
boundary layer " vibra tes," whether as a whole 01' in part ) 
r emains unknown. This is because the boundary ondit ions 
w e)'e u cd to determine only the parametel' of th e problem 
and no t the constants of integration. 
In a second tr ca tmen li of the theory applied to the flat 
pla te (reference 5) , cblich t ing eompleted the inve tigation 
by determining the con tant in equation (22) for neutral 
o cillation , that is, for {3 ;= 0. H e was thus able to calculate 
rela tive values of u and v and their di tri.bution acros thc 
bouncl ary layer . The physi ally important question of the 
correlation between u and v and the energy balance were al 0 
an wercd. The same approximation to the Blasiu distri-
bution as used earlicr was u cd here. 
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inee absolu te valucs of u and v, which obviou ly dcpend 
on the inten ity of tbe impressed di tUl'bance, are of no 
in tere t in uch a trcatmen t, one of tho co nstan ts was left 
uncl etermined and fol' convenience was mad uni ty. Thus, 
01= 1 
and , from the boundary condi t ions cxpl'es cd by equations 
(23) to (25) , tbe following valucs for C2 and 0 3 are ob tain ed: 
0.= - <1> 1. } 
'- C!?2. 
(34) 
G 1 ( <1>1 . ¢ ¢) 1 (C!? I. ¢' ¢') 3= ¢30 C!?2. 20- 10 =¢'~ C!?2. 20- 10 
,Vh en the value of the bounda)'y olution a nd theil' de1·iv-
a t ives a]'e kn.own, ('2 and ('3 may be dctermined by equation 
(34) . Th e ge neral solu tion ¢ is thereby detennined excep t 
for an arbitrary inten ity fac tor. From the natUl'e of the 
par ti ular solu tion ¢ has rcal and imagin ary par t CP r and ¢ ;, 
whi ch must be known wi th their derivative in orel er to 
determine u and v. 
The tr eam function '0/; in equation (9) and the first of 
u 
equations (10) ar e used to ob tain the r eal parts of U
o 
and 
v 
Uo' ince F = Uoo* ¢ , as follows: 
~o = k [¢ r' co (ax - /3 ,t) - ¢/ sin (ax- /3 ,t)] 1 
~o=ka [¢T i.n (ax - {3Tt)+¢ i cos (ax- /3,t)] J (3 5) 
where k i an arbitr ary inten ity factor . 
root-rnean- quare value of u and v are 
The cone ponding 
, Ie ;--~o = ,12, cp ,'2+ ¢ / 2 (3 6) 
v' lea / 
Uo= 2 '\j¢ /+ ¢ l (3 7) 
An expl'es ion for the kinetic energy is r eadily obtained by 
squaring equations (36) and (37) and adding. The correla-
tion coeflicien t defined by 
becomes 
[{= u v 
u'v' 
(¢,'2+ ¢ / 2) (¢ / + ¢ /) (3 ) 
Value:; of u' / Uo, v' / Uo, and [{ were calcula ted by ehlichting 
for neu tral oscillations corresponding to the followin g two 
point , one on each branch of the neutral curve : 
Branch R 
{J,. 
a.' 
e, 
W U; 
- ------
I 94 62.3X IO-' 0. 159 0.35 
II 20iO 42.4 .251 . 35 
The value of lc wa cho en to give an average value of u' /Uo= 
0.05 from 0 to o. T able IV gives the values of u' / Uo, v' / 0, 
and [{ calculated by Schliehting. 
It will be een in table IV that u' / Uo= O at the urface and 
again at a point neal' y /o= 0.854 for branch I and neal' 
y /o= 0.774 for branch II, after which it again increases for 
greater y /o. The values of u' /Uo are plotted in figure 21, 
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TABLE IV 
THEORETICAL NE TRAL 0 CILLATIOKS TAE:EK FRO:\[ 
SCHLICHTING (REFERE~ CE 5) 
[For a \'el'age "'I Uo=0.05 from vl{j=O to vl{j= 11 
V 10 ,,' 100 ~ [( J Vo Uo 
Branch I; H, 894; a6·, aO.159 
0 0 0 0 
.050 .445 
.05-16 
- . 632 
.090 .647 .1 58 
-.061 
. 130 .804 .287 
-.155 
· 170 .922 .434 
-.169 
.209 1.005 .608 
-. 140 
. 250 1.016 .795 
-.109 
.290 1. 003 
.9i3 
-.064 
.370 . 854 1. 322 
-.022 
. 451 . 689 1. 605 
-.OOi5 
. 53 1 .524 1. 20 0 
.6 12 . 37 1 1. 9 4 0 
.693 .244 2.098 0 
.7i4 . 121 2.liO 0 
. 854 .00i 2. 193 0 
.93.5 .103 2. ISO 0 
I. 015 .211 2. IO 0 1.1 . 203 2.02i 0 
1. 2 .193 1. 935 0 1. :1 
. 1 5 I. 49 0 1.4 
. l i6 l.i63 0 1.5 . 168 1. I 0 
Branch II; H, 20iO; ao·, 00.251 
0 0 0 0 
. 029 
.661 .065'; 
.054 
.93i .214 
-. 121 
.Oi4 1. O:l .359 
-.liO 
· 10.5 1.10 
.595 
-.191 
· 1.57 I. 12i I. 028 -.146 
. 209 1. 086 I. 44.1 
-.Oi6 
.250 
.99 I. i55 
-.010 
. 290 .00(l 2.04 
.015 
.3iO .686 2.50 
.0 19 
.45 1 
.504 2.87 0 
· .;:Jl .340 3. IO 0 
.612 
.205 3.26 0 
.69:1 .0 i 3. 35 0 
.774 
. 022 3.3i 0 
.854 
. 12:l 3.33 0 
. 935 
. 216 :1.22 0 1. 015 .305 3. 11 0 1.1 
.292 2.925 0 1.2 
.272 2.72 0 1.3 
.252 2.5:1 0 1.4 .2.34 2.35 0 1. 5 
.218 2.18 0 
>0-=0.3410 
where tiIe theory is compal'ed \I' itIt experiment. At the points 
within the boundary layer wh('1'e U' / UO vanishes , a 1 00 
pha e hifL occur in u, meaning that the in tantaneous 
u-component of the osciJlation velocity is decl'ea ing on one 
side o[ thi point " 'hiJe it is ineJ'easing on the othel'. Ko such 
phase IIi fL occUJ'S in v. Table IV also ho\\' that cOl'l'elation 
doe ex ist between u and v and Lhat 'uv is negative. Thi 
means that energy i drawn from the basic flo\\'; and, in 
accordance ,,·i th equa lion (7), th i energy must be balanced 
by the dis ipation if the 0 cillation i to be neithel' amplified 
nor damped. Schlichting evaluated both terms in equation 
(7) by inteo'l'ating from x= O to :r = A and from y= O to y = 00. 
The net flo", of energy \\-a found to be ' -cry nearly zero , 
which indicated thaL the 0 cillation were nearly Ileutral. 
Till re ulL " 'as interpreted a proof of the COJ'lwtne s of 
the olu lion to the 'haractcl'i tic-value pl'oblem. 
A plIy iC'al explanaLion of tho correlation beL\\'ecn u and 
v is attempled by Prandtl in reference 20. It appears that 
u and v \\'ould cliffer in phase by 90 0 and 'Uv \\'ould yani h in 
con equenC'e if there were no phase shift in l' produced by the 
viscosity neal' the critical point. The yi cosity i tIm 
l'e ponsibl e for the flow of energy to, as \\-ell as from, th c 
di turhance. 
(e) Solutions for other conditions. - Tollmien (re[erence 
3) h as aLtemptec\ to generalize the solution uffIC'iently to 
include boundary-layer profiles " 'ith an inflection point, 
uC'h a occur with an advel'se pres ure O'radient. For uoh 
pl'ofiles the sign of U" changes from po itive to negative in 
pa sing outward from the surface and, at the i.nflection 
point, U"= O. The veloc ity of the neutral wave i shown to 
be equal to the tream velocity at the inflect ion point, and 
an important consequence of this i the ab ence of a critical 
point at U=c, in the solution of the frictionless equation 
(15). The conclusion is that profile with an inflection point 
are ulllerently unstable, although neutral osciJlation can 
t ill exist. The 0 considerations ugge t that an ad vel' 0 
pressure gradient is favorable to amplification . 
Gortler (refel'ence 23) ha inve tigated the eEre ,t of wall 
curvature on the stability of the boundary layer and found 
that veloC'ity profiles arc unstable if a change of igll occurs 
in U" + U' /I' , where l' i the radius of curvature of the wall . 
l[ an inflection point (U" = O) exi ts, the point whero 
[Til + U'/I' = 0 i farther from the smface than the point 
\\'he1'e U" = 0 for a convex wall an.d nearer to the surface 
1'01' a concave wall. If no inflection. po int exi ts, a point 
where U" + U' /1'=O call occur only on a convex wall . 
It i conclud ed that eom'ex CUlTatu re ha a de tab ilizing 
efi'ect and that concave curvature ha a stabilizinO' drect. 
Solu tions Jot' profile with inflection points are given in 
references 8 to 10. Ro enbrook (reference ) investigated 
lhe flow through a diverging channel a the channel was 
to\\'ed through till water. Lreamline were made vi ible by 
fin e particles of aluminum in tho water and ,,-avelike molion 
accompanied by lhe [ormation of edelie could be obs rved 
as well as the velocity di Lribu tion. A solu tion, following 
Tol/mi en in reference 3, was obtained [or S-shape velocity 
profile approximating tho e observed. Fail' agreem nt wa 
obtained between the observed and tho computed wave 
lengths. Hollin O'dale (reference 9) obtained the olu tion 
appropriate to the laminar wake formed in one case behi.nd a 
flat plate and in another behind an airfoil, both towed at low 
peed through till water. 0 cillating wake w('J'e ob erved 
at certain Reynolds number and the wave length and the 
wave velocity were m ea m ecL 'iiV'ith the appropriate inter-
pretation of theoretiealresults, fair agreemen bet\ eell cal-
culated and ob erved wave length and wave veloc ity wa 
obtain ed. Savie (reference 10) obtaiJ1cd an exact olution of 
lhe friclionk s equation (J 5) for the two-climel1 ional jet and 
obtained exp res ions for the neutral waye lenglh and \\'ave 
velocity in torms of characte risLies of the jet. The theorelical 
result we re compared wiLh ob erva tion of wave leng th and 
wave velocity made on an acou t icaJJ y ensilive jet and good 
agreemenL was obtain d . 
. chli chLing (referenec 6) has determined the e(reet of 
centrifugal force by calculat ing the curve of neutral s tability 
[01' a boundary layer developed on the inner wall o[ a rota ling 
cylinder. In reference 7, chlichting ha determined the 
Frect of density gradienL on the labilily of tbe boundary 
layer, u ing the approximation lo lhe Bla ill <Ii tributiOll 
given in palt (b) of thi sec tion. _ Tcutral Clll'ves outlining the 
zone of am pli fication arc given. .' lahili ty i prill ipally 
aA'ectecl by a gravitaLional field Ul connectioll " ' j lIt th e 
den ity gradi en t through the houndary laye]'. 
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The m ethods of T ollmien and chli chting h ave b en 
applied by Pretsch (referencc 24) to the boundary In,yor 011 
bodies of revolution. The approximate form s of the o'eneral 
disturbance equation from which the fom particular olu-
tion are obtained are found to b e th e sam e as Lhose for the 
two-dimensional ca e; the olu cions are th erefore the arne. 
The solu tions are applied to th e Imown veloci ty profil e at the 
stagnation point of a sphere and the cmve of ncu tral stab ili ty 
is computed. 
3. ATURALLY EXCITED OSCILLATIONS 
aturaIIy excited oscillation are those originating from 
t he amplification of small eli tUJ'bances naLurally presen t in 
th e stream. Thc e 0 cillation were Lreated in ecLion VI, I , 
and their frequencies were experimentally obtained and 
plot ted in figme 13. The conccp t of waves running down-
stream through the boundary layer ha been introduced; the 
behavior of the 0 eillation in ]'elation Lo figure 13 can no",-
b e di eussed. 
One important feature of figurc 13 is that the values of 
amplification coeffi cient are positivc within the zonc cnclo cd 
by the neutral curve and have value rcaching a m aximum 
ncar the center and fe lling to zero on eachboundary. Outsid e 
the zone f3 t i negativc. All distLll'banee , whethc]' dampcd 
or amplified, t ravel downstream and therefore ill tlt e direc-
t ion of increa ing R ince 0* increa e with ;,1; . For examplc, 
a fixed speed . 0 and a distlU'bance of frcq ueney such tha t 
f3,II /U02 in fiO"LIl'e 13 equals 40 X lO- 6 an' consid er cd. uch 
a 1i tlLl'bance, if i t beO"an at the lead ing edge of the plate, 
would be damped a i t passed along the boundary layer 
until it reach cl a point where R attaincd the value 11 O. 
From this point to R = 2160 the disturbance would be am-
·plified and , a i t passed beyond thi po in t , would again be 
damped. If Al and A 2 are the ampli tu les of the di stmba nce 
a t the beginning and at thc end of th e amplification zone, 
the ratio Ad/i t = 742. In other word , the amplitude ha 
increa eel 742 times while cro sing the zone. Thi is the 
total ampliJication given by eq uation (31). A eli tUl'bancc 
of any given frequency will then be mo t highly amplified 
wh n it reaches branch II of the neutral curve. 
FigLll"e shows that, in experiment, many frequencies arc 
Tepre ented in the initial di turbance. The fact that the 
ob erved boundary-layer 0 cillations co nta in one predomi-
nant frequency mu t be explained. In order to determine 
·whether theory and experiment m'e in agreement, the place 
on the theoretical diagram where the predominant frequency 
hOL/ld lie must b e found. In tead of traversing thc diagram 
of figw'e 13 wi h a wave of a ingle frequency a in the foregoing 
illustration, waves of many frcqu encie , covering a wid e 
range of values of f3,I1/ U02, are upposecl to en ter the ampli fi-
catio n zone through branch I and undergo amplification at a 
l'ate determin ed by theil' frequency as they proceed to the 
value of R at which the observation i made. Ini tial eli -
tlll'bances are, of COUl' e, pre ent in the bo undary layer at all 
value of Rand di tlll'bance enter the diagram at all point. 
Those ntering this diagram ahead of branch I arc reduced 
by damping below th prevailing level of the ini tial distw-b-
anccs while those entering behind branch I cannoL receiye 
full amplification. Disturbances occurring a t points corl'e-
p0nding to branch I have the large t ini tial value and also 
r ecrive the highe t amplification; therefore they ar e a umed 
to 1 e the one who e development should mainly determine 
the final r rs ult at the point of observation. I t will be no ted 
that amplification increases without limit as the frequency 
decr ea es if no limi t is placed on the R eynold s number. 
The experimental ob ervation , however , i mad e at a parti cLl-
larvalueofRand henccofRx ; underthi condition it is obvious 
that one particular value of f3 rv/ Uo2 will become more highly 
amplified tha n any of the other, th is one having the maxi-
111U111 total amplificat ion given by equa tion (33) . This £1'<'-
quency obviou ly is thfl predominant one that hould b,~ 
fOlllld on the oscillograph record. The remainina qu estion 
now concerns the posiLion of this mo t promLnent freq uen cy 
on the diagram, that is, where the experimental points should 
lie. The problem then becom es one of determining along 
what lin e, starting fr0111 branch I and rUillling parallel to th e 
R-axis, thc total ampli fication is a maximum up to a given 
valu e of R. By taking into accoun the value of {3 i given by 
Schli ch ting it was found that, for uniform energy distribution 
with frequency, this line introduced into the diagram along 
branch I in tersect the prescribed value of R somewhere 
between the ce nter of the zo ne and branch II . For more 
accurate re LIlts , both the ini tial energy distribution and the 
damping prior to reaching boundary I must be consid ered. 
Th e expcrimental po in t should li e in id e the zone near 
branch II . The agrccment with th eory i not perfect, s ince 
many point li e on branch II a nd out ide the zone, but i a 
good a can be exp cted from observations of thi sor t . 
The process de eribed h ere i believed to be one of con-
iclerable importance ince it i Lhe proces by which laminar-
bOlffidary-layer 0 cillat ions develop from initiaily random 
cli turbance . In order to develop a pure oscillation, ini t ial 
distlll'bance must be so small that a large amount of am-
plification can occur before transition de troy th e laminar 
layer. 
I t ha been pointed out that the 0 cilla tions appear to be 
tlu'ee-dimen ional. Till i to be expected because of the 
three-dimensional nature of the initial disturbance . The 
theory, however , concerns two-climen ional 0 cillations and 
how thi should affect the agreement with experimen t is not 
Imown. 
An apparent di crepancy between fl ure 7 and 13 must 
be pointed out. It will be observed in figure 13 that 0 cil-
lations are indicated for R a high as 3120. This corre-
ponds to an Rx of 3.28 X 106 and, accord il1g Lo figure 7, i 
in the tran i tion region. The 0 cillograph records actually 
showed intermittent Lurbulence, bu t i t \Va sLill possible Lo 
l' ad 0 cillaLion frequencies from non turbulent part of the 
reco rds. The limi ts of th e transi t ion region are defined 
taListi ally by the urface- tube method. The discrepancy 
is therefore only apparent. 
In connection ·with th e surface-tube method another ef-
fect wa noted- namely, that a ri se in th e sLll"face-tube read-
ing wa noted a lilLIe ahead of Lhe point where t Ul"bulen ce 
wa indicale I by the hot wire. Thi is believed to be 
cau eel by a lightly modified velocity d i tribu tion arisinO" 
fro111 the shcaring sLl"e o'i\"en by uv in th e oscillations. The 
low l' boundary of the trans ition region in figme 7 is there-
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fore a Ii ttl too low, bu t Lhe displacement is small and has 
no significant effect on the shape of lhe curve. 
VII. ARTIFI CIAL EXCITAT I O OF BOUNDARY-LAY.ER 
OSCILLATIONS, ZERO PRESSURE GRADIE T 
It wa soon realized that a tudy of boundary-layer oscil-
lations could be carried out to better advantage i[ they were 
not cau eel by accidental di turbance occurring in the wind 
tunnel but ,,-ere produced by a con trolled di turbance of 
known amplitude and frequen cy at some chosen posi tion. 
This wa finally accompli hed by lhe vibrating ribbon di -
cus ed in ection VII , 3. vVhile a earch wa heing made 
for device of variou kinds that would accomplish the de-
sired re ull , effecLs of ouncl were tri ed. In terferen ce from 
nat urally excited oscill ations wa minimized by making the 
ar t ificial d istmbances much greater than the na tural di -
turbance. The bolting-cloth damping screen was also in-
stalled wilh the six: wire screens, but the addilion of thi 
screen had no delectable effect on the natural 0 cillations. 
1. SOUND FR OM LO DSPEAKER 
The eHecL of ounel inten ity on lhe boundary layer is of 
intel'e t becau e so und is an unavoidable source of d isturb-
ance both in wind tunnels and in free flight of power-driven 
aircrafL. A 25-wat t loudspeaker was accord ingly install d 
in the top of Lhe tunn I at the leading edge of the plate and 
fed by a variable-frequ ency oscillator tlnough an amplifier. 
The in tensity and the frequen cy were controllable. 
Interesling effect were easily demon trated . For exam-
ple, boundary-layer 0 cillations could be induced a t will 
merely by choosing the right frequency for a particular 
posi tion and speed. Transition could b moved 1 or 2 feet 
ahead or it natural position by the right combination of 
intensity and frequency. In general, a random noise from 
the loudspeaker produ ced similar result , but the effe ct on 
the oscillations was not so marked . These were casual ob-
servations with no attempt at quantitative measurement . 
"'11en quantitative work was a t tempted, it becam e ap-
parent tha t the compli cated sound field in the tunnel \Va 
a decided dra,,--back. Figures 14 and 15 show the dis tri-
bution of ound intensity alonO' lhe center of the working 
chamber 3 inches from Lhe plate. Figure 14 show a s tand-
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FIG URE 14.- R elative sound Intensity from loudspeaker in ceiling of working chamber at 
leading edge of plate, measured along center 3 inches from plate. Uo=O; frequency, 48 
cycles per second. 
ing wave at 48 cycle pel' second wiLh eiLher a node or a. 
loop at Lhe center of the plate, depending on the Lype of 
microphone- that i , crystal microphone, responding to 
ound pre ure, or ribbon microphone, responding to particle-
veloci ty. This tmned out to b e the fundamental frequ ency 
of the 12-foot tube formed by the plate and Lhe tunnel 
walls. The same tanding wave could be set up withouL 
lhe loud peakeI' when the exciting frequency came from the 
eight-blad e wind- tUlmel propeller running at a peed of 360 
rpm. Figure 15 shows the distribution at, 60 cycle per 
'€ 
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FIGU RE IS.- Relati\'e sound intensity from loudspeal.:er in ceiling of working chamber at 
leading edge of plate, measured along center 3 inches from plate. Frequency. 60 cycles per 
second. 
second. The ribbon microphone and the hot-wire anemom-
eter show nearly the arne di tribution, a would be ex-
pected. These arc only a fc ~\- example of the ound field 
and the chaJ1D'e in di tribtltion with frequ ency that erve to 
compli cale any studies wilh con trolled ollnd inten ity. 
"When the loudspeaker was u e I to exci te 0 cillation , two 
procedures were tried: (1) The sound frequencie that pro-
duced oscillation of maximum ampli tude at cho en velocities 
and positions were determined and (2) a oune! frequency and 
position were chosen and Lhe veloci ty was then varied until 
the oscillation were a maxlmum. By u e of the ound fre-
quencies read on the oscillator to O'e ther with the m easured 
Uo and x, f3TV / [ 02 and R weI' calculated and plot,ted in figure 
16. The solid line is again chli chting's curve of neutral 
stability enclosing the zon e of amplification. ince both 
procedmes amounted to finding the condition for maximum 
total amplification, the point should li e within th zone near 
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FIG URE 16.- Boundary-layer oscillations excited by loudspeaker. P oin ts show sound fTC' 
quency giving maximum amplification. Curve outlines theoretical amplification zone. 
(Sec fi g. 13.) 
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branch II to be in agr emen t wi th theory. In view of the 
difficul ties encoun tered, Lhe large ·a ttering of the po int 
no t urprising. 
Ano ther application of Lhe loud peakeI' con i ted in 
l' tly connecting the amplified outpu t of the ho t wire to the 
I ud p aleer so that r egeneraLion could occur. Dis turbance 
picked up by the ho t \Vi1'e were thereby fed back a ound , 
which in t urn r einforced the ini tial di turbance when Lhe 
propel' pha e relation existed, cau ing the system to oscillate. 
The re ul ting frequency wa read from a variable-frequency 
o cilIa tor connected to the 0 cillograph to form Li aj ous 
figure with the ho t-wi.r signal. The frequency of r egenera-
tion was determined by the frequency r espon e of the wire, 
the el cLJ'ical circui t, the loudspeak 1' , and the tunnel a a 
whole, as well a by the profen ed boundary-layer frequ ency. 
M any frequ encies could be found with no wind and only by 
r ejecting these "fal e" frequencies could re ul t of any relia-
bili ty b ob ta ined. The resul t are plotted on the u ual 
diagram in figme 17. M any of the point shown evidently 
are not related to the bound ary-layer 0 cillation . 
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FIG URE Ji.- Hegencration frequencies resul ting from fe dback from hot wire in boundary 
layer to 10udsl:eaker. Curve outlines theoretical amplification zone. (See fig. 13.) 
2. ~OUND THROUG H H OLE J ' l' LATE 
A localized distmbance wa produced by bringing sound 
inLo the boundary layer through a hole in the plate . At a 
po ition 1 inche above the cen ter line and 4 feet from the 
lead ing edge a }~-inch hole wa drilled through the plate and 
on the back wa mounted a mall headphone from a radio 
head et. Thi produced a Lhree-dimensional di tUl'bance 
emanating from a known location. 
A hot wire, mounted on the small sledlilrc head, was 
arranged for traversing upstream ancl downstream at a fLxed 
di tance from the surface, usually along a line lightly di -
placed from the hole. A sm vey of pos ible types of mea ure-
men t howed that the method could be used only for obLain-
ing the type of re ul t shown in figure 1. With the r e-
generation hook-up , that i , when lhe amplified ou tput of 
the wir fed into the headphone, lhe freq uencie of 0 cillal ion 
W re det rmined with th wir at variou di tanc do\\'n-
t ream from the hole. The peed wa constant during a run . 
o cillation of the sy tem occul'red most easily for valu e of 
Uo Ie than 40 feet pel' secon 1 and with the ho t wire les 
than 0.1 inch from the m face. The olid curve of figure 
1 how the di continuou mann er in which the frequ ency 
varied wi th the distance. R ever ing the connection to thc 
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FIGURE IS.- Oscillations excited by sound through bole in plate. Points show regeneration 
frequencies resulting from feedback from bot wire in boundary layer to headphone. IIot 
wire moved fore and aft along line ~i 6 ineh bclow bole. Uo=23 feet PCI' second. 
headphone changed the pha e of the inpu t by 1 0° and gave 
the result indicated by Lhe broken curves. 
The explanation of this or t of performance is Lhat propel' 
pha e rela tion had to exi t for r egeneration and tha t the 
frequency au tomatically decreased as the di tance wa in-
ereased in order to keep an in tegral number of waves between 
the hole and the wire. There existed a prcierred frequency 
band, determined by the characteri tic of the wITe, electrical 
and acoustic ircuits, and boundary layer . Jumps occulTed 
when another wave between hole and wir wa added to keep 
the frequency a neal' a po ible to the cen ter of the pre-
ferred band . The Jj Lance between Cill'ves of one type along 
any line of con tant fr qucncy i thus the wave length 
corresponding to tha t frequency. 
It i believed that the frequency band wa determined 
more by the boundary layer than by the rest of the circui t 
when the wir was far from the hole and that the preferred 
frequency wa that for which amplification wa a maximum 
over the pa th from hole to wire. The frequency midway 
between the extreme and a far as po ible from Lhe hole 
was therefore read from et of curve for di£reren t wind 
velociti es lil\:e the et in figure 1 and place 1 on the u ual 
chlich ting diagram. The resul t is shown in figure 19 . The 
fJr v 
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FIGURE J9.-:\(iddle freq uencies of regeneration, wire far from holc, taken from curves of 
type shown in fi gure I. Curve outlines theoretical amjlification zone. Lines from points 
show I ngth of al1l llifieation I al h. 
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path over which amplification could take place is ineli aLe 1 
by th horizontal line eonnected to each point. 
Since the wave lengths correspond ing to these fl' eq uencie 
were now known, it beeame po ible for the fu' t Lime Lo plo t 
the re ult in terms of ao* and R. The theoretical eurve and 
the experimental result are hown in figme 20. The line 
of total amplification for con Lant f3rll /Uo2, COITe poneling Lo 
those in figw'e 19, are known. The path over whi.ch ampli-
fication could occll[' in the experimen t are repre en ted as be-
fore by line cxtendiner from each point. Figures 19 and 20 
oc6* 
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FIGURE 2O.- Wave-length diagram showing zone of amplification according to Schlichting. 
Points show val ues of ali' for freq uencies of figure 19. Lines from points show path of 
amplification. 
generally how th kind of r e ult predicted by theory, if the 
frequency and wave I ngth are determined mainly by the 
characteristics of the boundary layer. 
3. EXCI TATIO, BY VIBR ATI , G RI B BO , 
(a) The ribbon.- All attempts to excite boundary-layer 
oscillati.ons by wires vibrating in the boundary layer failed 
because the disturbance of Lhe eddying wake from the vi-
bration of wires large enough to affect the layer produced 
early Lran iLion. Flat strip ou t ide the layer suffered from 
self-induced flutter and also hael trouble orne wakes that 
carri ed with them fluctuati.ng pre Slll'e fields far downstream. 
A thin flat ribbon of pho phor bronze, placed edgewi e to 
the flow in the boundary layer and only a few thou andths of 
an inch from the smface, was finally found capable of oscil-
lating the boundary layer but produced no detectable effeet 
when not vibrating. The ribbon was driven in and out from 
the urface by passing through it a small cmrent of the de-
ired frequency in the pre ence of a stroner magnetic fi eld 
from an electromagnet on the opposite ide of the plate. 
everal ribbons were tried to find the be t width, di tance 
from surface, and leng th of vibrating pan. All ribbons were 
0.002 inch thick. Wid ths ranered from H6 to X inch ; 
eli tance from surface, from 0.006 to 0.015 inch; and yibrat-
ing segments, from G to 12 inches . N one of these factors 
appeared to affect the performance to any noticeable extent. 
A certain amount of tension was necessary for stabili ty. 
When it was desired to place th resonant frequency above the 
working range, ruerh ten ion wa neces ary. 
After this preliminary work, a ribbon 0.1 inch wide and 
3 feet long was in Lalled 4 feet from the leadiner edere of the 
plate. At a di tance of 6 inche from each side of the eenter 
line of the plate, two trips of cotch cellulose tape were 
laid on the surface for insulation and spacing. AnoLher strip 
of tape was then laid on the ribbon to hold it firmly in contact 
with the tape on the plate, except for the eerment 12 inches 
long at the center. Rubber band at the end supplied the 
tension. The 12-ineh egment at the center was 0.006 inch 
from the surface and was free to vibrate under the action of 
the current and th magnetic field. Examination with a 
microscope howed that the ribbon vibrated to and from the 
urface in a ingle loop. The ame oscillator and amplifier 
that had been used for the loudspeaker were found to furnish 
ample power for driving the ribbon. Different po itions for 
the ribbon were cho en to cover a large range of R eynolds 
number but the method of attachment wa alway the same. 
Distance from the surface varied omewhat for different 
installations. 
(b) Procedure .- Two hot wires, one 0.010 inch and the 
other 0.110 inch from the urface, both en itive only to u, 
were mounted on the mall ledlil(e head and arranged for 
liding upstream and downstream along the center line of 
the plate with the distance of the wires from the urface 
fixed. The fluetuation introduced into the boundary layer 
could be picked up by either hot wire. The wave form 
showed some distorLion for an inch or 0 behind the ribbon 
but in general became nearly sinu oidal at greater di tance . 
Frequencies amplified by the boundary layer howed increa -
ing amplitude with increasing di tance from the ribbon, 
while tho e damped showed decrea ing amplitude. For 
much of the working region the oscillations could probably 
be regarded a two-dimensional but no attempt ,va made to 
verify thi a ump tion. 
Ju t as for the loudspeaker and the headphone behind the 
hole in the plate, the system could be made to oscillate by 
connecting the amplified output of the hot wire to the ribbon. 
Curves like tho e hown in figure 18 were obtained and, from 
them, three poinLs plotted in each of figures 19 and 20 were 
obtained. ince the ribbon could be used for applications 
that were believed to be more important, very liLtle work was 
done with the regeneration hook-up. 
The wave length wa determined in the following simple 
manner: The input to the ribbon from the oscillator was 
connected to one pail' of plates in the cathode-ray oscillograph 
and the output from the wire was connected to tIl other pair. 
A stationary Li sajous figure con i ting of a ingle closed 
loop was obtained since the frequencies of both input and 
output were the ame. A the spacing b tween ribbon and 
hot wire was changed thi figure changed from a straight line 
to an ellipse, then to a circle, again to an ellip e, and finally 
to a straight line inclined 90° to the fir t line. This indicated 
that the phase between input to the ribbon and outpuL from 
the wire had changed by 1 0° and that the chang in pacing 
between wire and ribbon wa }~ wave length. With the 
oscillograph serving a Lhe indicator, wave-length measure -
ments were thu reduced to a mea urement of the distance 
moved by the hot ·wire . The wave velocity was then ob-
tained by multiplying the wave length by the frequency of 
the oscillations. 
I 
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D etel'minations of amplification and damping were carried 
out by ettin'" the ribbon into vibration at an arbitrary fixed 
amplitude and r eading the mean-square hot-wire output 
voltage a the wire was moved away from the ribbon. The 
re ult obtained arc given in eetion VII, 3 (d) . The distri-
bution across the boundary layer was determined by traver -
iug normal 1,0 the surface aL some fixed distance behind the 
ribbon with a ingle hot wire ensitive to u mounted on the 
traversing apparatu de cribed in ection III, 7. 
During the cour e of th work frequencies rangin'" from 10 
to 260 cycles per second were u eel. 
(c) Distribution of amplitude across boundary layer .-
ince a theoretical di tl'ibution of amplitude aero s the 
boundary layer has been given by chlichting ( ee sec. VI, 
2 (d) , and table IV), th actual di tribution is of intere t a 
a test of agreement between theory and experiment . Tra-
verse across the boundary layer were therefore made with a 
hot wire downstream from the ribbon with frequency, air 
velocity, and distance from the leading edge of the plate 
cho en to conform to the condition for which the theoretical 
calculations were made. The e conditions correspond to 
o cillations on the neutral curve pecified a follow : 
Cond it ions required by theory 
Drancb R 
{J ,v 
Uo' 
---
I 94 62.3XIO-< 
II 2OiO 42. 4 
Experimen tal conditions 
x 
(J,v (ft) Uo F requency Dranch R Uo' (fps) (cps) 
Hibbon I Wire 
I 902 61. 4XIO-' O. i5 1. 09 41. 8 103 
II 2080 40.6 5.00 5. 33 46. 0 2 
1 Hibbon abou t 0.009 in. [rom surface. 
The di tributions are given in figure 21 ·with amplitude 
expre cd in term of u' / Uo. The solid curve how the 
theoretical distribution and the broken cm've through the 
point how the observed distribution. In both ca e the 
traverses were made 4 inehe behind the ribbon. The vibra-
tional amplitude of the ribbon wa et arbitrarily and about 
the same for branches I and II. The malleI' values of u' /Uo 
in branch II result from the malleI' effect of the ribbon on 
the thicker boundary layer. ince the theoretical value 
given by chlichting werc based on an arbitrary avera"'e 
amplitude of u ' /Uo= 0.05 from y = O to y = o, chlichting' 
values were reduced to give the average found by e},.':peri-
ment; that i , areas tmder the theoretical curve were made 
equal to area tmder the e}"':perimen tal curve from y = O to 
y= o. 
Although the general agreem nt betwcen theory and ex-
periment is good, perhap the mo t tl'iking confll"rnation of 
the theory is the 180 0 phase shift occurring at y/o= O.7. On 
moving ou(,ward from the surface all oscillations disappeared 
at thi point and farther out they reappeared but with phase 
oppo ite to those that had di appeared. This phenomenon 
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FIGURE 21.-Distribution of a mpli tude of oscilla tions across boundary layer. olid cun-es 
are theoretical according to chlicbting. Droken curves are ex perim n ta!. 
is shown in a more striking manner by the oscillograms in 
figure 22. The pai.rs of traces are simultaneous .records of 
oscillations picked up by two wires, one of which was at a 
iL'{ed distance of 0.055 inch from the sm-face (lower trace) 
and the other at varying di tances, beginning at 0.0 0 inch 
(upper trace) . The simultaneous records were made pos-
ible by an clectronie witch that impressed the separately 
amplified voltages of the two wires on the 0 eillograph, 
alternately and in rapid ucce ion. The witching from 
one to the other account for the dotted appearance of the 
trace. The wave arc in pha e for the fu· t four rccord ; the 
amplitude of the upper wave decreases with each ucceeding 
record to zero in the fifth . Beginning with the sixth, an 
oscillation r eappcars in the upper trace but 1 00 out of phase 
with that in the lower trace. The oscillations in the e 
r ecords lie near the center of the amplificaLion zone at 
R = I720. 
The type of distribution hown in figure 21, including the 
pha e reversal, \Va found for amplified, damp i, and neutral 
frequencie and for oscillations a close as 1 inch behind the 
ribbon and a far down tream as the 0 cillation r emained 
free from transition di turbances. The fact that the main 
featmes of the di tribution were found 1 inch behind the 
ribbon shows that the forced oscillations in the boundary 
layer very soon r each a steady state. 
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FIG\: I'. E 22.-0scillograms showing phase reversal in 1Jrcomponent of oscilla tions excited by 
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second ; V.= 42 feet PCI' second. 
(d) Amplification and damping.- When the wire wa 
kept a t a fL';:ed distance from the urface and move.d down-
tream from the ribbon , 1I1 e ampli tude of the forced oscilla-
tion eitb er increa cd, decfea ed, or remained the same, de-
pending on the frequ ency, the velocity, and the R eynolds 
number. The amo unt of the changc with distance could be 
detenn ined by reaclirw the mean- quare value of lhe fluctu-
ating voltage across the wire on the outpu t meter of lhe 
tmbulence amplifier. In order to eliminate a far as po -
sible the extraneous disturbance in troduced by turbulence 
and by the noi e of the t unnel, the signal from the wire wa 
pa ed through an electrical filLer , which was tuned in each 
case to pass only a 5-cycle band around the frequ ency being 
mea ured. The re ults of a typical run with the ribbon at 
the 4-foo t po ition are hown in figure 23. In this fi gure Xo 
6'.---~--'----r---'---,---.--~ 
frequency 
(cps) 
.4 r-----r-----+-----1-----~----_+--~~ /PO 100 
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40 
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FIGV RE 23.- 0ro\\'th and decay of u·componcllt of oscillations prod uced by \' ibratiLlg ribbon 
4 feet from leading edge of pla te. x,, 2 inchcs dO"' Llstrea m from ribbon; U. =64 feet per 
second . 
deno te a position 2 inche downstream from the ribbon. 
The ratio u' /uo' i th quare roo t of th meLer reading at x 
divided by the sq uare root of the meter reading at Xo. 
Accordi.ng to equ ation (3 1) 
u' l '(X) 
- , = exp f3 i dt 
Uo t (xo) 
or 
u' 1/(7) 2.3 loglo --,= f3 t dt Uo t (I .) 
Differen tia ting wi th 1'e pect to t and u ina the relation 
dx/clt= cr, where Cr is lhe wave velocily, giye 
(3 9) 
The wave velociLy i obtained by multiplying Lhe measured 
wave length by the frequ ency . If the change in u' /uo' with 
di tance hown in figure 23 are truly effect of amplification 
and damping, Lhe lope of the curve in this figure erve to 
determi.ne f3 t. 
Before the e lopes can b u ed with confidence, effects 
introduced by the thickening of the layer with increa ing x 
and effects from po ible changes in the distribu tion aero 
the layer also with x mu t be inves tigated . Errors can arise 
from the e Oill'ce because of the experimental proceduTC-
namely , the determination of arowth or decay of ampli tude 
by varying the di tance between the ribbon and the wire 
while keeping the wire a t a fixed distance from th e mface. 
From the eyicl ence in ection VII, 3 (c), change in the dis-
tribut ion are mall and can cau e b ut little er ror ; however , 
the increase of 0 wi th x may aive ri e to an apparent amplifi-
cation or dampina, clep nding on the position of the wire 
in the layer. In all ca e in which data on amplification 
and clampina were ob tained, the wire was in the risina par t 
of the eli tl'ibu tion, th at is, values of y/o b low Lhose for 
maximum u' /Uo in figme 21. on equenLly, the increa ing 
o \\' ith increa ing x introduced an apparen t damping, which 
ca used all observed amplifica tion to be less than the true 
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-value and all ob crved dampino- to be too grcat. If it i 
a umed that the inner part of the di tribution curve i a 
straigh t line passing thl'ough the origin, the magnitude of 
the enol' in {3i calculated from equation (39) by u e of ob-
served slopes is ~~. Any Ul'vature in the distribu tion 
curve like that hown between zero and the peak value of 
' I T T . fi ] h S' 1 CT 1 f 
'U Uo m gUl'C 21 es ens t e errol'. moe '2 x t le1'e ore 
l'epresent an upper limit and since it value tW'ned out to 
be abou t the order of the random deviation in re ults, {3 i wa 
calculated by equation (39) with the use of the experimentally 
·d termin d lopes without correction. 
In figuJ'e 23 the cW've for 40 cycles pCI' second how damp-
jno- tlu·oughout. As the frequency is increased amplification 
t ake pla,ce, reache a max imum at 120 cycle per second, 
a nd then deerea es until 180 cycles per second again show 
·damping. In the range of R eynold number repre ented 
by tb i range in x, all freq Llcncie below about 50 anel above 
1 0 cycle per second are damped, while a band of ampli-
fied frequencie lie in between. 
Of on iderable interest are the frequencies for wh i h 
t b re i neither amplification nor damping and the corre-
p~nding values of R. This amount to finding point of 
zero lop on cW've like those hown in figul'e 23. • uch 
p iots were obtained from a number of run at variou 
wind peed with the ribbon at the 4-foot position and 
again with the ribbon 9 inches from the I ading edge. Values 
of {3TlI1Uo2 and the C01'1'e pooding value of R were computed 
and plo tted infigme 24. The solid curve is again hlicht-
iog' n utral Cill've and the broken Cill've are tho e defined by 
t he experimentally detcrmined points. The agrecment i 
very at isfactory, excep t for points above {3TlI IUo2= 200 X 10- 6• 
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~' I GUI\E N.-FrcQuency of ncutral oscillations cxcited in boundary layer by vibrating ribbon. 
olid curvc is ncutral cllrve according to Schlichting. Broken Clll'\-eS are n utrul curves 
defined by expcrimental points. 
By u c of the mea ured wave length , ao* wa calculated 
for the neutral f1' quencie and the resul t were plotted on 
the wave-Ieno-th diao-ram hown in figure 25 . Schlichting 's 
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Fl r-URE 25.- Wavo lengtb of neutral oscillations excited in boundary layer bl' vibrating 
ribbon. Tbcoretical neutral curves sbo\n1 solid, neutral curves defined by experimental 
points shown broken. Closed circles, branch I. Open circles, branch II. 
neutral curve i shown by l:L solid line and the broken 
curves are those defined by the experimental points.3 Open 
circles denote points on branch II, and closed circle , points 
on branch 1. 
Still another type of representation involvil1g both fre-
quency and wave length i the diagram cTIUo and R in figm'e 
26 . The point and the broken curves show the wave veloci-
ties found for the neu tral oscillations. The solid curve is 
S hlichtino- 's theoretical curve. 
It i again pointed out that both branches of the theo-
retical CLUTe in figure 24 to 26 meet the R-axis at R = co 
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F IGUR E 26.- \\·a\·e Y~ locity of neutral oscillaLions excited in houndary layer by v ibrating 
ribbon. Solid CW've is neutral cun'e according to Schlichting. Broken cur ves arc ncutral 
cun'es defined by experimental poin ts. Closed eirclos, bra nch I. Open circles, branch I I. 
and thus extend beyond the region indicated. Tran ition 
prevented experimental determination above R = 2 00 . 
The ,,-ave-length diagram i repeated in figure 27 and thi 
time how , in add ition to the theoretical neu Ll'al curve, the 
3 The thcoretical neutral curve given by C. C. Lin has heen "deled in figure 25. Lin 's 
cun"e was Dot ava ilable when this work was originall y written. rrhe curve is taken rrom C. 
. Lin, "On th e Stability of ' I' wo-Dimensional Parallel Flows," Quart. Apr!. M ath. , vol. 
lIT, no. 2, Jul y 19.\5, pp. Ili-142; no. 3, Oct. 1945, pp. 21 -234 ; and no. 4, Jan. 1946, pp. 277- 30 1. 
r 
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FIG URE 27.-Contours of equal amplification according to Scblichting. Valucs of {Jill·I U. 
(all yalues to be multiplied by 10- ' ) opposite point s are amplifications determined by 
experimen t. Faired experimental contour of zero amplification shown by broken cur ves. 
curve of equal amplification within the zone. The e con-
tour were copied directly from a figme given by chlichting 
in reference 4. The broken curve are defined by the neutral 
point, which are not hown in thi figure. The points with 
the value opposite (all to be multiplied by 10-4) arc the 
observed values of f3;o* /Uo obtained from value of the slope 
other than zero. Negative value signify damping. 
The di tribution across thc amplification zone at particular 
value of R is shown in figure 2. The theoretical curves, 
drawn solid, are plotted from values read from Schlichting' 
figure in refer ence 4. The broken CUTve are drawn through 
the experimental point. 
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FIG UHE 28. - Distribution of amplification across zones of fi gure 27. Solid curves are 
theoretical. Droken curves are cxperimental. 
The compal'i on betw en theory and experiment given in 
figures 24 to 2 shows, on the whole, better agreement than 
might be expected wh en it is con idcred that at the outset 
the very exi tence of such phenomena had not been prov d. 
The observed amplification hown in figuJ"es 27 and 2 is gen-
Cl'ally Ie s than the theoretical, but it will be recalled that the 
theoretical calculation yielded accurate value only near the 
neutral curve . In the neighborhood of the low R eynold 
number limit the experimental inaccuracie are large because 
of the small amplification and damping. The maximum 
values of f3 ,lI /U02, ao*, and c,/Uo and the minimum value of 
R for 'which amplification can occur a determined approxi-
mately by experiment are compared with the theoretical 
limi ts in the following table: 
Theory 
Experiment 
- . (approx. ) 
Schlichtin g Tollmien 
R 450 575 420 {J, v 400XIO .... Ii X IQ-' U.' ------- -- -
a ll' 0.4 0. 27 0.36i 
c, 
0.43 un About 0.42 0. 425 
Tollmien' limi ting values, on the whole, agree better with 
experiment than chlich ting's values. A comparison of the 
experimental re ult in figure 25 with Tollmien's diagram of 
ao* plotted against loglo R in reference 2 show better 
agreement in general than with the COlT sponding diagram 
given by chlichting in figure 25. In spite of thi, chlich t-
ing's result were u ed becau e they were more complete 
than Tollmien' , 
VIII. EFFECT OF PRESSURE GRADIE T ON no DARY-
LAYER OSCILLATIONS 
Figme 29, obtained in connection with the earlier work 
pI' sented in section VI, 1, show the effect of preSS LU'e gra-
dient on natmally excited 0 cillations. The pre ure di -
tribution along a part of the plate is shown to the left in this 
figme. The red uction of amplitude in the r egion of falling 
pre sure is very marked. Accelerated growth of amplitude 
is evident in the region of r ising pre ure. I t wa accordingly 
inferred that negative pressm e gradient decreased amplifi-
cation (or increa ed damping) of the 0 eillation while po i-
tive gradient, increased amplification. A quanti tative in-
ve tigation of this effect was thercfOl'e und ertaken with 
oscillation forced on the boundary layer by the yibrating 
rib bon . 
When the r ibbon was in the 3-foo t position, the regular 
procedme of measuring amplifications and damping and of 
mapping the neutral curve was carried out for press lU' 
di tribution B, C, 0 , and E shown in figLU'e 30. Th cor-
responding preSSlU'e gradients are given in table V. 
In figure 30, qx i the dynamic pres LU'e at any 1i tance x 
from the leading edge while qo is a conveni nt r eference 
pre sme. Omve A show one of the di tribution for the 
condition generally termed "zero pres ure gradient." Thi 
condition was obtained by giving sufficient divergence to the 
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Llp 
q 
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F IGU RE 29.- 0 scillograms of u-fluctuations showing eITed of pressure graclien t on boundary· 
layer oscillations. D istance from surface, 0.021 inch; Vo= 95 fect per second; limo in terval 
between dots, ~~o second. 
TABLE V 
PRESSURE GRADIE IT ( ! D.P) ' q, D.X 
[q" dynamic pressure outside boundary layer a t 3.33 ft from leading 
edge of pJate; P , pre ure near surface a t distance x from leading 
edge) 
Distribution 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
A verage grad ien t 
from 1 to 6 foet (porcent) 
- 0. 11 
l . 62 
-2.3 
Local gradient 
(percent) 
-0. 7 [rom 4 to 5 ft 
2.18 from 3 to 3.67 ft 
- 1.36 from 3 to 3.67 ft 
12.0 [rom 3 to 3.67 rt 
- 9.8 (rom 3 to 3.67 (t 
I N ote that pressure gradient and dyoamic pressure gradieot have opposite signs. (See 
fi g. 30.) 
adjustable ide walls of the working chamber to overcome the 
normal pre m e drop. The shape of the cmve in the first 6 
inche was determined by the How around the leading edge of 
the pla te and hence could be changed but little by the etting 
of the walls. The walls al 0 had little effect on the mall 
local variation , since these were found to be produced by 
light wavines of the smface. urve A is thus a condition of 
zero gradien t only when the length of the interval and the end 
points are properly chosen. With a pressme di tribution 
given by em ve A, the experimen tal values of velocity dis-
tribution and 0* were in good agreement with the Blasius 
value; hence, the apprm.'imation to zero gradient is probably 
sufficiently good. 
Omve B, which shows the pre sm e ri ing along the plate, 
'was obtained by giving the walls their greatest possible 
divergence. Ourve C, which shows the pressme falling, was 
,96 --
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F 'GU RE 30.- D ynamic pressure distribution along plate outside boun dary layer. 
obtained with th walls forming a converging passage. The 
steep positive gradient hown by cmve 0 was produced by a 
vertical airfoil placed 10 inches from the side of the plate 
running from the floor to the ceiling of the tunnel, and the 
teep negative gradient of cm ve E was produced by blocking 
the stream with a plywood panel % inch thick and 2 inches 
wide extending from the floor to the ceiling placed parallel to 
and 10 inche from the plate. 
The r esults ob tained on the effect of pressm e gradient are 
given in figmes 31 to 34 for distribution Band C and will 
be discussed in detail later in this section. Oorresponding 
figmes for distribution 0 and E could not be obtained 
because of the large effect of the e gradients on the oscilla-
tion. With the large gradients, the general impression 
given by ob erving the 0 cillations was that amplification 
always occmred in gradient 0 regardless of the frequency 
and R eynolds number , while damping always occulTed in 
gradient E; however , this tatement mu t be somewhat 
qualified. For example, in E fluctuations of all frequencie 
were damped for value of R up to 2600, which was the 
highe t value obtainable with the ribbon at the 3-foot po i-
tion. It is quit po sible that a zone of amplification lay 
beyond the range of the experiment. In the case of gradient 
0 , the inves tigation had to be r estricted to low R eynold 
numbers becau e of the occmrence of transition. The few 
ob ervations made here indicated a po sible low limit of 
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R eynolds n umber below whi ch damping occUlTed, but th e 
Te ults arc in dO ll b t b ecause of a p ossible scale effect on the 
aiTfoil used to produce th e pressm e grad ien t. The pressm e 
rise may have been lessened by laminar separation on th e 
a iTfoil at th e low velocities and th e posi tive gradien t may 
hav e b ecome les tha n that g iv en by D. Accmate measm e-
m ent of press ure distr ibu tion at th e low velocit ies was 
d ifficult . 
B efore pre enting th e r e ul t for th e two small gradients 
Band C, attention must b e called to th e eff ect of pressm e 
gradient on 0*. Since 0* enters into cer tain dimensionlcs 
quan ti ties used in plotting the r esult , it act ual value m ust 
b e known for each case. The valu e of 0* was m easured only 
for dis tribut ion B and th e re ul t was 
Observed 0* 
Blasius 0* - l. 09 at x=3 .33 feet 
F or dis t ribu tion C, 0* wa es timated by the aid of th e 
K arman-Pohlllausen m ethod by assuming a lin ear pr e sur e 
d i tribution. The validity of th e m eth od was tested by 
making a imilar calculation for B and obtaining good agree-
ment with tb e measm ed 0*. The estimated r esul t for C wa 
Calcula ted 0* - 0 93 t -3 33 f t Blasius 0* - . a x- . ce 
The v alues of 0* for th e Blasius distribu tion were mult iplied 
by these factor to giv e th e value of 0* per ta ining to gradien ts 
Band C. 
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F IGVHE 3 1. - }'l'cq ucncy diagram of neutral oscillations. Experi menta l cun"c for 7.('ro pres· 
sure grad ient shown wi thout poi nts. P osi ti ve grad ient fro m distri bu tion B and nega(i\·c 
gradient fro m dis t ribution C of table V. 
Figure 31 is the much-used frequen cy diagram howing 
th e r esul ts for zero, posi tive, and n ega tive gradienLs of d is-
tribu tions A, B, and C, r espectively . The solid curve i th e 
sam e as th e broken curve of figure 24 for zero gradien t , 
hown bere without th e experimental poin ts. The p oin ts for 
negative gradien t lie close to this cur ve; th e point for po i-
t ive g radient generally lie outside th e zon e of amplification 
for zero gradien t . The pos itive gradien t h as th erefore 
widen ed th e amplification zone as expected . Contr ary to 
exp ctation , th e n egative gradient failed to reduce the size 
of th e zone. 0 observations ..,ver e m ade b elow R = 800. 
ince wave lengths of th e oscillations were m easured, th e 
data for th e e sam e frequen cies are given in a wave-length 
d iagram (fig. 32) and a wave-velocity diagram (fi g. 33) . It 
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FIGUHE 32.- ' Ya,·e·length d iagram of neutral oscillations. Experimental curve for zero pres· 
sure gradient shown wjl"hou t. pin ts. Pos itive gradient from d istribution B and negative 
grad ient from d istri bution C of table V. 
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F IG U RE 33.- 'Ys \·e·vcloeity d iagram of neutral oscillations. E xperimental eun·e for zero 
pressure gradient shown without points. Positi ve gradient from distri bution B an d 
negative gradient from distribu tion C of t~ble V. 
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will be noted that figure 32 i unlike the usual wave-length 
diagram (for example, fig. 25) in that the ordin ate i now 
av / Uo ins tead of a (j *. This change was madc in order to 
eliminate 0* from one of the coordinate and thereby to re-
s trict elTors occurring in the e timated value of (j ": with pre -
ure gradi ent to the R eynolds number coordinate. The new 
ordinate is imply aO* divided by the R eynolds number , 
that is, 
ao* av 
!!oo*= -Uo 
v 
In both figures 32 and 33, the olid curve are the experi-
men tally determined ncutral curve for zero gradient with 
the experimental poin t omit ted. 
Fi o- uTes 32 and 33, like figure 31, how an effect of the 
po it ive gradi en t but lit tle or no effect of the negative 
gradi n t. The e figure how only the neu tral point and 
o merely define the boundarie of the amplification zone. 
The efl'eet of pres m e gradi en t on the amplifiention within 
the zone i demon trated in figure 34. Thi figure, which i 
imilar to figm e 2 excep t that zone are from the frequ ency 
diagram in tead of the wave-l ngth diagram, hows the 
distribu tion of amplifica tion eoeffi -lent (actually (3t~) 
aet·os the zone of figures 31 at cer tain fL'\:ed value · of the 
R eynold number. The positiv and nega tive pre m e 
gradien t ignify as before pres m e distributions B and C, 
re pectively . For compari on , the experimental curves for 
zero gradient ar e given a olid line . The compari on i 
bes t made between pair of cm vo having R eynold numbers 
t 1 l·t . (3;0*. ·lR 1] mo ncar y a I '" mce U
o 
mcrease WIt 1 eyno num-
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FIGUllE 34.- Distribution of am plifi cation across zoues of fi gure 31, showing effect of pressure 
gradient. Positive gradient [rom pressure distribution B and negative gradien t from dis-
tribution C o[ table V. 
b el' ( ee fig. 27), the differ ence between R= 1 40 for zero 
gradient and R= 1 10 for negative gradient may account 
for the r educed amplification with negative gradient. The 
failure to how conclu ively an effect of the mall negative 
gradient may be due in part to the small ·local value of the 
gradien t shown in table V. The differ nce betw en R = 2200 
for zero gradi en t and R = 2050 for po itive gradient i ig-
nifican t, since R = 2050 for zero gradient would lie below 
R = 2200. 
IX. TRA ' SITIO FRO M OSCILLATIO S TO T RBULE TCE. 
ZERO PRES URE GRADIE T 
The distino·uishing feature of transition with low tream 
t mbulenee i the occun-ence of boundary-layer 0 eillation 
that grow until the layor become tmbulent. Under Ll ch 
onditions, tran ition to tmbulen t flow i simply transition 
from a par ticular typ of oscillatory motion to tmbulen t 
motion. The 0 cillation are now understood and the fin al 
tep in an under tanding of the origin of turbulence involves 
an investigation of this tran ition process. 
Although tran ition in highly distmb d flow doc no t fall 
into this category, the t\ 0 arc similar in that both have to 
do with the effect of a dis tUl·bance large enough to bring 
About tmbulent flow . The effect, however , depends on the 
type of the di tw·bance a well a its magnitude; and, as 
has been hown, an amplified disturbance docs not have the 
random character of an initially large di tmbance. Transi-
t ion from an amplified disturbance promi 0 to be of l'on-
iderable importance in modern low-tmbulence wind tunn el 
and in the a tmo phere. 
The vibrating ribbon to produce 0 cilla tion and the hot-
wire apparatu to examine their development were uitablo 
tools for the inves tigation of tran ition. The r ibbon wa 
placod at the 3-foot po ition and two hot win at di.fferen t 
eli tance from tho urface weI' arranged for traver in o- par-
allel to the plate through the transition region. Tho Reynolds 
number wa alway cho en 0 that the undi tmbed boundary 
layer (ribbon not vibra ting) was laminar at the hot wires. 
R epresentative ample of the r e ul t obtained are hown in 
figures 35 to 37. 
F igm e 35 how what happen at a fixed point 2.5 feet 
clown tr am from the ribbon as the vibrational ampli tude of 
the ribbon i varied. The pairs of trace how imultane-
ously the respon e of the two wires . The value of gain 
control otting on driving amplifier arc rougbly proportional 
to ribbon amplitUde. The amplitude of tho waves on tho 
traces cannot be quantitatively related to flu tuations of 
velocity becau e the en itivity of the wir s was unknown . 
The en itivitie of the two wire w re differ nt, an 1 so com-
pari on of amplitude at inner and outer wiro was impo -
ible. It i lmown, however , that velocity increa e produce 
upward di placement of the traces and that velocity de-
cr ea e produ e downward di placement. The direction of 
t ime in till figure is from left to right. 
Thi figure how that the boundary layer at a given point 
can be changed from laminar to turbulent by varying ribbon 
amplitude and shows qualitatively the progrc sive nature of 
the change. Examination of successive pairs of trac ind i-
r 
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FIGURE 35.-0scilJograms of u-nuctuatious showing deyclopment of turbulence from oscilla-
tions prodnced by vibrating ribbon. Simnltancous records from two bot wires located 
2.5 feet downstream from ribbon_ Upper trace, hot wire 0.014 inch from surface; lower 
trace, hot wire 0.114 inch from surface; ribbon 3 feet from leading edge of plate; frequency, 
70 cycles PCI' second; Uo=50 feet per second. 
{)ates that fairly regular waves first make their appearance, 
being fir t in pha e at the two wires and later in the fifth 
anel sixth record , in and out of phase in random fashion a 
the amplitude incr a e . The eli tan es from the urface ar 
such that an in-pha e condition would be expected from the 
di tribution in figure 21. A gl'owino- eli tortion of the waves 
then appears until, in the seventh record, bursts of high-
frequency fluctuation OCClll'_ The latter, identilied by the 
jagged appearance of the trace, are bursts of turbulen e_ 
The final record sho,,-s the completely turbulent state. The 
dotted character of the traces, due to the electron ic s\\-itch, 
()bliterates detail of rapid fluctuations. A similar succes ion 
of changes is shown in figures 36 and 37. 
In figure 36 simultaneous record are again shown, this 
time from two wires on the ame mounting moved down-
stream from the ribbon while the amplitude of the ribbon 
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FIG URE 3G.- Oscillograms of u-flueLualions showlug development 01 turbulence from oscilla-
tions produced by vibrating ribbon. . imultaneous records from two bot wires_ Upper 
trace, hot \virc 0.011 inch from surface; lower trace, bot w'ire 0.112 inch from surface; ribbon 
3 feet from leading edge of plute; frequency, 70 cycle per second; Uo=50 feet per second_ 
remained fued. Figme 37 hows the same condition but 
for the two trace photographed eparately in order to 
eliminate the dotting effect of the electronic witeh_ The 
difference in the appearance of the record in the e two 
fio-ures i due more to the different magni:lication than to 
the character of the trace. ince the frequency of 70 
cycles p l' econd is amplified by the boundary layer, the 
amplitude increase down tream and in r a ing di tanee i 
in one re p ct like incl'ea ing ribbon ampli tUde in fio-ure 35. 
The two case are not equivalent, however, because the 
boundary-layer thiclm ss increase from record to record 
in fi o-ure 36 and 37_ 
From callbration data, obtained in cOllnection with 
figUl' 36 and 37, it wa po sible to relate wo particular 
displacements on the record to a percentage change in the 
mean velocity at the position of the wire_ The e two per-
centage are indicated at the righ t of each trace, an upward 
di placement indicating an increase and a downward dis-
placement a decrea e from the mean local velocity at the 
hot wire. The percentage arc the arne for all record in 
figure 36. 
For fluctuations a large a most of those hown, it i not 
po sible to indicate the zero- or mean-velocity po ition of 
th e trace. This i becau e of the nonlinear characteri tic 
of the hot wire which produce greater di placement of the 
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F, GU RE 3i.- Oscillograms or u-nuctuations showing development or turbulence rrom oscillations produced by vibrating ribbon placed 3 reet rrom leading edge or plate. Freq ueney, iO 
cycles per second; Vo=50 feet per second. 
trace for velocity decreases than for increases. A certain 
amount of di tortion and orne error in the record will 
T suI t from thi effect. It i certain, however, that cre t 
are above the mean velocity while trough are below the 
mefl,n a,nd that the distance between the two is approximately 
the double amplitude. The cale at the right fU1'lli hes a 
m ea ure of the double amplitude. 
In the ucces ion of change occurring from point to 
point through the tran ition region, the oscillation first 
increa e in amplitude and, once large, lUldergo increasing 
amounts of distortion. Turbulenc appears at first in hort 
intervals of the trace and finally for the full length of Lhe 
t l'a e. Randomne s occur gradually, and thi ugge ts a 
continuou transition from wav to turbulent motion. It i 
not diffi ult to imagine a pl'oce here like that often as umed 
for the formation of eddie from a free vortex heet. The 
heet i imagined to take first a wavelilce character , th n a 
t he wave grow to curl up in to eliscrete eddie. Th di-
"turbed laminar boundary layor may be regarded as a wavy 
vortex layer with the wave prO o-l' ively increa ing in ampli-
tude and di tor ting unt il discrete eddie are form d. The 
eddie them elves are un table and soon break up into a 
diffu ive typ of motion which characterize turbul n t flow. 
If the validity of thi picture i granted, transition is under-
t od when the wave motion i un lerstood. An under-
tanding of transition is therefore close but only close becau e 
the wave motion is under tood only when the amplitude i 
mall. FlU·thermore, the important question concerning 
where along the surface eddies fir t form is still unan wered. 
Another proce may also be imagined. It will be noted in 
figme 35 to 37 that transition takes place in a more orderly 
manner at the greater di tance from the surface. H ere 
tlU'bulence appears in certain parts of the wave cycle, gen-
erally in the harp-pointed low-velocity part of the cycle. 
Thi b havior lend support to the view held by orne inves ti-
gators that transition occm s when the flow com s to r es t or 
reverse direction near the smface (separation point). VVhile 
the amplitudes shown do not reach the nece a1'y 100 percent, 
it eem po sible that thi value would be found at ome point 
nearer the surface. Against thi argum n t i the fact that 
the r ecords made nearer the surface do not how the turbulent 
bmsts confined to the low-velocity ide of the ycle. The 
argumen t i fur ther weakened by the possibiliLy of accounting 
for the ob erved effects at the gr eater y-values by the differ-
ence between the di tribution of mean velocity characteristic 
of a laminar layer and that characteristic of a tmbulent layer . 
Thi is to ay, that the observed effect is aused by the turbu-
lence rather than a cause of the turbulence. 
The idea of tran ition by separation ha been formulated 
by T aylor (reference 1) by a wning intermittent epal'ation 
or near eparation to be cau cd by the local pres UTe gradients 
accompanying di turbance . The a sumption i that separa-
tion i immin nt when the Karman-Pohlhau en parameter A, 
derived from pre sure gradients either teady or fiuctuatino-, 
r eache a certain negativ value. A teady adver e pl'eSSUTe 
gradient large enough to cau e laminar eparation i known 
to bring about tran ition rather than compl te eparation 
when the R eynold number i sufficiently high. By analogy 
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intermiHent separation is supposed to have the same effect . 
For isotropic turbulence in the surrounding flow the flu etuat-
ing pres m e gradient is known in term of mea mabIe quan-
tities, namely, u' and the scale. Taylor 's relation is 
u' ( X)1/5 U
O 
L = F (R x) 
,,"here L is the scale and F(Rx) expresses a function of the 
x-Reynolds number of t ransition. 
In essence T aylor 's relation r est on the concep t of Yelocity 
fluctuations impressed on the bOllndary layer from pressures 
outside. When velocity fluctua tion belong to the natural 
wave in the boundary layer, T aylor ' r ela tion can have 
li ttle bearing on the problem. There is therefore no theory 
connecting oscillations Lo transition. The idea of transition 
by separat ion leads to the concep t that Lran ition r e ults 
when the u-component of the wav e get sufficiently large to 
reverse the flow ncar the urface. A lack of knowledge re-
garding large-amplitude waves results in a lack of informa-
tion concerning the point where transition will occur. 
I t has no t been proved that eparation is a nece sary 
condition for transition . Figure 11 , where a sligh t reversal 
ncar the surface is indi cated by a frequency doubling in the 
lower par t of the cycle in the Lrace at 4 feet, gives evidencc 
that rcve r al alone is not a sufficient condi t ion. P erhaps 
the form er picture, based on the analogy Lo Lhc vortex sheet, 
is the morc accurate one. 
Since the Taylor relation is no t applicabl when transition 
results from amplified waves, the average scale of the initial 
disturba nce i important only insofar as it is related to the 
spectrum of the di turbance . The frequen cy distriblltion 
of Lbe ini tial disturbance is of great imporlance, since 
amplification finally eleds only a very natTOW band of 
frequencies from all tho e ini tially present to bring about 
t ran ltlOn. The presence or ab ence of frequencies n car this 
amplified band is obviously more importan t than the total 
energy of the disturbance. 
Only on the basis of certain prominent frequ ency band 
in the stream tUTbulen ee can figure 7 be explained. The 
reasoning is as follows: If no disturbances were presen t , 
theoretically transition should not occur. The pairs of 
curves in fig ure 7 should then approach R x= 00 for zero 
t m-bulence. On the basi of amplification of initial di-
Lurbances in which all frequencies are present, eq llation (33) 
suggests that the curves defining the tran ition r egion should 
fall rapidly at first and then at a progressively dim ini hing 
rate as the turbulence is further increased . Actually , the 
opposite trend is shown in figure 7. Figure 8 shows that 
no t all frequencie are r epresented alik e and, furthermore, 
that noise is r espon ible for many of the peak shown. As 
the present turbulence wa decreased by the addition of 
damping screens, the ratio of noi e to true turbulence was 
increased. While the total energy of the disturbance was 
decreased , the energy in certain h eq uency bands may actu-
ally have been increased. A reduction of lloise might have 
greatly altered figure 7. 
X. CON CLUSIO 
Laminar-boundary-layer oscillation are the velocity 
fluctuations that resul t from a wave traveling downstream 
tlu-olwh the boundary layer. The characteristics of this 
wave have been measured and good agreement wi th theory 
ha been obtainecl. Th · \Vav may be et up either by a 
vibrating object in the boundary layer , such a a vibra ting 
ribbon, 01' by di turbances from the ou t ide, such a tream 
tmbulence and sound. \l\11en the di tmbance i random or 
nearly random and contain many frequencie , amplification 
and damping isolate a wave containing a narrow band of 
freq uencies in the neighborhood of the frequency mo t 
highly amplified. 
A wave in the boundary layer con titute a disturbance 
tha t will cause transition on a fla t plate wiLh zero pre UTe 
gradient when the amplitude is suffi ciently large. A suf-
ficiently large random distmbance will also cause transition. 
,Yhen random initial di tW'bances are 0 mall that tran i-
Lion is delayed un til values of R :;; 2000 have been reached, 
suffi cient amplification can occur from the experin1entally 
established lower limit R =450, to R:;;2000 , to give rise 
to a recognizable 0 cillation. Larger initial eli tW'bance 
obscure the 0 cillations by irregular flu ctuations of com-
parable magnitude. 
Natural disturbances may be ouncl waves a well as 
tm-bulence. Tmbulen ce generally has a more n early random 
distribution of energy with frequency than sound. In view 
of the in1portanc of frequ ency, sO Llncl disLurbance with a 
concentration of energy in freq Llency band that are highly 
amplified by the boundary layer may be more conducive to 
early tran iLion than lurbulence. Thi is importan t in free 
£IighL where turbulence is probably negligible but where 
engine and propeller nois i presen t in large amounts. 
The effect of pres ure gradient on the oscillations i a 
practicably importan t pha e of the problem about which 
more should be known. Little more has been done here 
than to show the direction of the effect and to give ome 
idea of it magnitude. The re ul ts are in accord with th ory, 
whi ch al 0 i incomplete in this respect. 
Other a pect of the problem remain to be inves tigated . 
One of these having practical importan e is the effect of 
curvature. The importan ce of boundary-layer oscillations 
on airfoil cannot b e determined until effects of curvature a 
well as pre sure gradient are known . Other quantitie 
associated with th e wave but not investigated a.re v and uv. 
A study of these quanti tie would be inter sting as a further 
check on the theory, although harlly nece ary to identify 
Lhe oscillation and th eir characteristics in view of th e 
information derived from studies of u. 
I t is possible that boundary-layer oscillations may arise 
from internal di turbances as well a from external dis-
turbance - that i , from surface irregularities and vibration 
of th e surface. A randomly eli tributed mall roughne 
may produce effects sim ilar to small amount of turbulence 
in the air stream. mall ridges or waves in the UTface may 
tar t oscillations when the spacing is near ome amplified 
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wave length. Vibration of the urface, like sound, may 
procluc oscillations, c pecially when the frequency i near 
some amplified oscillation frequency. An i.nve tigation of 
these and other phases of the probl m will throw additional 
light on Lhe important problem of Lran ition. 
NATIONAL BREAU OF 'l'ANDARDS, 
WA HINGTON, D. C. , 1p7·il1943. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongitudinaL ______ X LateraL __ ___________ Y N ormaL ______________ Z 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
0 1= qbS Om= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol Designation 
X Rolling _______ 
Y Pitching ______ 
Z yawing _______ 
N 
O"=qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y-.Z RoIL _______ <I> u P 
Z-.X Pitch. _______ 8 v q 
X--+Y Yaw 
-------
if; w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscril?t.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D 
'P 
p/V 
V' 
v. 
T 
Q 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= pn~ 
Torque. absolute coefficient OQ= pn~ lJ' 
p 
O. 
n 
Power, absolute coefficient Op= fV5 pn 
6j1Jf> 
Speed-power coefficient=-y Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, rps 
Effective helix angle=tan-{2~n) 
• 5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb/sec 
1 metric horsepower=O.9863 hp 
1 mph=O.4470 mps 
\ mpe=2.2369 mph 
1 lb=0,4536 kg 
1 kg=2.2046 Ib 
1 mi= 1,609.35 m=5,280 f1 
1 m=3.2808 ft 
